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News In Brief
1988 University Talent Show set
for Thursday at the Curris Center
Song, dance and even a touch of magic will highlight the 1988
University Talent Show at 7 p.m. Thursday, April 21, in the Curris
Center Theater at Murray State University.
Auditions for the show are complete and some of the most gifted
students on campus will compete for cash and gift certificates to be
awarded to the first, second and third place finishers, according to
John Hayden, talent show coordinator.
Tickets for the 194 University Talent Show cost $2 and may be purchased at the door.
"I was really happy with the turnout at auditions and very impress.
ed with the quality talent of those who were selected," Hayden said
"Traditionally, the talent show generates a great deal of excitement
and I expect that trend to continue.'"
"TV -11 Newsweekly" anchor Amy Bryan, a junior from Murray
will serve\ as emcee at the talent show, which is being sponsored.by
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity

America's Retirement Choice
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Poll: minimum wage increase favored in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — A
new poll shows that 75 percent of
Kentucky's adults favor increasing the federal minimum wage,
even though opponents of such a
move suggest it would contribute
to inflation, according to a published report.
The Bluegrass State Poll, based
on telephone interviews March
24-29 with 767 adults, found that
three in four Kentuckians would

like to see the minimum wage Increased from $3.35 an hour to $5.05
an hour by 1992.
Opponents of the measure
believe it would cause a serious
drop in the number of jobs
available to the young, the unskilled and the elderly, as well as contribute to inflation.
The issue already has reached
the U.S. House of Representatives,
which may vote this week on a bill

to boost the minimum to $3.85 an
hour next year, $4.25 in 1990, $4.65
in 1991 and finally to $5.05 in 1992.
The poll showed that people
older than 50, white-collar
workers, people who have attendcollege and members of
louseholds with incomes above
c.35,000 a year are more likely to
)ppose the increase.
But even in those groups, a majority approved of it, according to

Family tradition

Area I Kentucky Special Olympics annual Spring Gamrs will bfheld Aprill 22. at Murray State University.
Athletes from the areas of Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton
Graves, Hickman, Livingston. Marshall and McCracken countie
will be involved in tilt day long event. An estimated 100 of the athlete
are expected to go on to participate in the State Games in Richmond
in June
For further information on the games and Area I contact your
special education teacher or Gayle Wadlington, Area I director at
502.753-6622
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Actress and lecturer Yolanda King, the oldest daughter of the late civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
King
Jr. and Coretta Scott King. addressed an audience in the R.E. Johnson Theater at Murray State University
Saturday. King's lecture was sponsored by the Governor's Minority Student College Preparation Program,
the Office of Minority Student Affairs and the University Center Board. "You must stand for something,
or
ot.i will fall for anything," King told the audience.
Staff photo
11‘) Dmid Turk

MANAMA, Bahrain AP —
U.S. warships today destroyed two
offshore Iranian oil platforms and
sank a defending Iranian patrol
boat. Iran responded by rocketing
oil facilities off Sharjah and firing
on at least.two U.S. vessels.
The American attack in the Persian Gulf came in retaliation for a
mine explosion that tore a hole in
an American frigate last week, injuring 10 crewmen.
The White House said three U.S.
warships ships blasted each Iranian platform. No American
casualties were reported in the
U.S. attacks, and the Iranians fled
prior to the shelling, the -White
House said.
Defense Secretary Frank C.
Carlucci said an American
helicopter also was fired upon during the raid but was not hit.
One U.S. warship fired missiles
at two approaching Iranian jet

(Cont'd on page 2)

lighters, but the fighters reversed
course and it was unclear whether
they were hit, Carlucci said.
A Reagan administration official in Washington said an Iranian patrol boat fired on the U.S.
cruiser Wainwright, which took
part in the attack on one of the
platforms.
The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the Wainwright was not hit. He said the
U.S. frigate Simpson returned fire
and scored a direct hit on the
patrol boat.
Carlucci and Adm. William
Crowe, the chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said an Iranian
patrol boat was sunk after it ignored warnings to keep its
distance.
Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency said the U.S. warships first struck the Sassan platform in the southern gulf at 9 a.m.

(1:30 a.m. EDT). Twenty-three
minutes later they attacked the
Nasr platform at nearby Sirri
Island, IRNA said.
'
Soon afterward, an Iranian warship shelled the Mubarak oilfield
off Sharjah, an emirate in the
southern gulf, shipping executives
said.
Targeted in the Iranian attack
were the Scanbay drilling rig, the
112,744-ton British tanker York
Marine and a storage facility. All
three are in the Mubarak oilfield
off Sharjah. the gulf-based executives said.
The executives, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said the
York Marine was set afire and
that its crew had abandoned the
vessel. The Scanbay reported it
was under attack by four gunboats, they said.
The London-based LLoyd's Shipping Intelligence Unit reported a

U.S. tugboat, the Willi Tide, was
also under attack.
Shipping executive said Iranian
gunboats fired at the tug, operated
by Tidewater Inc. of New Orleans,
but missed.
They said unidentified
warplanes swooped low over the
attacking Iranian boats, chasing
them away.
The shipping executives said
they were puzzled by Iran's choice
of targets because Iran shares an
interest in the oil field with
Sharjah.
Iran and Iraq have been at war
since 1980, and the war has produced repeated attacks on neutral
shipping. Last July, the United
States reflagged 11 Kuwaiti
tankers and gave them U.S. Navy
escorts to protect thep against
Iranian attack.
(Cont'd on page?)

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries
announce guest speaker for annual banquet

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies Wednesday, then a chance of showers
Thursday and Friday.

358.8
359.0

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP —
Algerian negotiators talked with
hijackers today during a flurry of
unexplained activity around the
Kuwait Airways jumbo jet hijacked nearly two weeks ago.
Algerian officials privately expressed hope the gunmen might
free one or more of their
estimated 35 hostages early today
as a gesture of goodwill to mark
the beginning of the monthlong
fast of Ramadan. traditionally a
period of reconciliation for devout
Moslems.
The hijackers cjemanded
special Ramadan 'meal before
dawn, but no hostage had been
released when the fast began at
daybreak.
On Sunday, a passenger radioed
a message to the control tower
saying that the hostages aboard
the Boeing 747 faced certain death
if 17 pro-Iranian prisoners were
not freed from Kuwaiti jails.
Kuwait remained steadfast in its
rejection of the demand.

Mine explosion retaliation
U.S. warships destroy two Iranian oil platforms

Forecast
Tonight, clearing by midnight. Cold with a low from 35 to
40. Light north wind
Tuesday, sunny. High 6() to
65. Light and variable wind.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

the poll released Sunday in The
Courier-Journal.
"I think it's because the toil of
inflation is just so obvious to
everybody," said George Perkins.
chairman of Louisville's Human
Development Center, a private
firm that advises businesses on
employee matters.
"Because of the higher cost of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Negotiators in
Algeria still
attempting to
free hostages

Area I Sprit1 Games set for MSU;
some to,a:Civance to State Games

WASHINGTON — The government's airplane-by -airplane inspet
tam of a second Texas Air Corp. subsidiary comes after it found mon
than $I million in violations while checking Continental Airline
records, says Transportation Secretary Jim Burnley.
NASHINGTON — Officials of the Roman Catholic Church are asking the Supreme Court to kill a lawsuit aimed at stnpping the church
of its tax-exempt status because of its anti-abortion lobbying.
WASHINGTON — Federal investigators have compiled evidence
suggesting the nation's hospitals are making billions of dollars extra
by admitting patients who could be treated better and cheaper
without hospitalization.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — The Democratic contenders
thundered into the home stretch of the New York primary campaign
today, spurring on their supporters in a contest that could carry considerable weight in deciding which of them will win their party's
presidential nomination
JERUSALEM — The army restncted travel in parts of the occupied territories and clamped a curf4 on 200,000 Palestinians in an
effort to halt violence caused by the killing of a senior PLO
commander.
VANCOUIER. British Columbia — The four trade ministers
responsible for two-thirds of the world's commerce made little progress on farm subsidies and Japanese trade barriers when they
discussed drafting new global trading rules
HIALEAH. Fla. — A trapeze artist plunged 17 feet headfirst to her
death as the 900 circus spectators went silent, thinking the fall was
part of the act, before realizing what had happened, witnesses said.
.NANAGIA. Nicaragua — Contra rebel leaders said they rejected
a government proposal for a permanant truce because the document
failed to spell out the democratic reforms the Sandinistas would
adopt
WASHINGTON — Domestic crude oil production in the 1990s
should be higher than previously expected and demand for natural
gas will be markedly higher, according to the Energy Department's
annual forecast.
NASHIAGTON — The chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee says Congress should consider halting the Air Force program to upgrade the problem -plagued B-1B bomber because the new
plane will be obsolete. We should consider now whether it's worth
spending any more money to make the B-1 B operable but obsolescent," said Rep Les Aspin. 1)-Wis., in a speech released on Sunday.

35 CENTS

Lamonte Hornback

The Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International
will host its annual Executive
Night Banquet on Monday. April
25 at 6:30 p.m. in the Ballroom of
the Curris Center.
"A World of Opportunities is the
theme for the banquet and for Professional Secretaries Week," said
Kay Dyer, president of the Murray
Chapter. According to Dyer,
Lamonte Hornbeck, chairman of
the board of Citizens Fidelity Bank
and Trust, Elizabethtown, will be
the featured speaker for the

banquet.
Hornbeck is a former Boss of
the Year selected by the Lincoln
Trail Chapter of PSI. He has
achieved the Maurice Johnson
Community Service Award
presented by Citizens Fidelity Corporation in Louisville, for outstanding service to community. Hornbeck is a member and past president of the Elizabethtown industrial Foundation. His BS in
Economics and WC In.anking
and Finance were obtaine
the University of Louisville

The Executive night Banquet is
sponsored by PSI to give special
recognition to the executives who
employ PSI members and other
secretaries. The 1988 Boss of The
Year will be announced at the
banquet.
President Dyer invites all executives and secretaries to attend
the April 25 banquet. Reservations
will be accepted until April 18
Reservation information may be
obtained by calling Linda Lester
at 753-1292 or Amanda Pulley at
753-4140.
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Retaliation...
(Cont'd from page I)
The U.S. raid on the Iranian oil
platforms was confirmed by the
White House early today after it
was reported by Iran and the shipping executives. The White House
said the attack was "a measured
response to Iran's unlawful use of
force."
"These actions," said
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater,
"were taken in response to Iran's
recent resumption of mine laying
in international waters and its
mine attack on the USS Samuel B.
Roberts."
Fitzwater reported that the
president decided on the attack
Sunday night during meetings in
the private residence of the White
House.
He said Reagan met with Vice
President George Bush, CarMçci,
Secretary of State George ghu tz,
National Security Adviser Cdlin

MONDAY', APRIL 18, 1988

Powell, Chief of Staff Howard
Baker and others at 8:30 p.m.
EST, then briefed congressional
leaders and met with his advisers
for "fine tuning" of the decision.
House Majority Leader Tom
Foley, D-Wash., one of five congressional leaders who attended
the briefing, said he believes
Reagan regards the U.S. retaliation as "an action that is designed
to be a single action, to be a
response and a deterrent to further action."
Carlucci said there was no doubt
the mine field in which the
Roberts became entrapped Thursday had been laid recently by
Iran. Mines discovered in the area
carry the same type of serial
numbers as those captured last
year aboard an Iranian minelaying ship, Carlucci said.
Fitzwater said he did not know
how many people were aboard the
platforms, although they normally
hold about 20 to 40 men. They are
manned by Iranian Revolutionary
Guards. He said they were given
several minutes warning, and

Regional utility announces new
billing service for its customers

some were seen leaving.
Fitzwater said the destroyers
Merril and McCormick and the
landing platform ship Trenton,
which carries helicopters, attacked the Sassan platform.
Budget billing, which enables
The shipping executives said consumers to pay their electric
their monitors picked up a radio bills in 12 equal amounts
message about 30 minutes before throughout the year, is now
the attack in which a U.S. warship available to West Kentucky Rural
urged platform workers to Electric's 28,400 members in
evacuate.
Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
In October 1987, U.S. warships Carlisle and Hickman counties,
destroyed Rostam, the sister plat- according to Michael Alderdice,
form to Sassan, after Iran fired a general manager of the electric
Chinese Silkworm missile into a cooperative.
U.S.-flagged Kuwaiti oil tanker,
This type of billing enables
injuring 18 crewmen.
members to know in advance the
amount of their electric bills, and
to better budget for timely
payments.
(Cont'd from page I)
"The budget billing plan is
A man aboara the jet, who idenavailable to all residential
tified himself as Suleiman Farhan
members in our system," AlderDoukhi, said in the message: -All
the passengers are in good health. dice said, "and anyone desiring to
participate merely should come
I hope the Kuwait government will
one of our offices and sign an
into
act quickly to liberate the 17 young
agreement-."
prisoners. Otherwise, we all face a
Budget billing plan agreements
black end."

Negotiators...

can be signeu and completeu at
either the home office in Mayfield,
or at West Kentucky RECC offices
in Benton or Murray.
Alderdice said that all consumers must have a 12-month
history at their present address to
participate in the program. The
monthly budget bill, he said, will
normally be based on the average
kWh use plus an adjustment
amount to compensate for such
factors as expected changes in
consumption, wholesale power
cost fluctuations and degree-day
changes.
"A review of all budget bills will
be made at least once during the
12-month budget billing period."
Alderdice said, "When circumstances make it advisable, the
review will be conducted on a
more frequent basis."
The 12-month standard budget
billing period begins in May and

mompippmenw
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ends in April, and those desiring to
participate this year are urged to
sign an agreement before May 1.
For consumers beginning participation in the budget billing
plan after May 1, the monthly bill
will be based on the expected
usage during the remainder of the
12-month period.
In an effort to encourage conservation of power, the Cooperative
will also show on the monthly
budget bill the charges based on
actual kWh usage that would
otherwise have constituted the
bill.
Alderdice said the member's account will be reconciled in the
final month of each standard
budget billing period.
"The final month's bill will be
the difference between the accumulated amount due from the
actual kWh sales and the amount
paid from budget bills during the
same period," Alderdice explains.
"Any resulting member's credit
balance will be applied to the
following month's bill, unless the
member requests a refund of such
balance."
The budget billing agreement
may be terminated at the end of
any billing month by either the
member or the distributor.
Other amounts, for insulation
loan repayments or for other
monetary obligations of' the consumer, may be added to budget
bills, Alderdice concluded

(Cont'd from page I)
things. people think $3.35 an hour
is ridiculous."
His view was shared by state
Sen. Georgia Powers, the
Louisville Democrat who sponsored an increase in Kentucky's
minimum wage during the 1986
General Assembly
She thinks support for the
federal increase might be particularly strong in Kentucky
because "there are so many Kentuckians who live at a substandard
level
But Joan Kemper, executive
vice president of the Kentucky
Restaurant Association, said she
is afraid Kentuckians favor a
higher minimum wage because
"they really don't understand
what the repercussions will be" in
lost jobs and hardship for "the
very people it is intended to help."
Kentutky employment statisticians include the restaurant industry in the wholesale and retail
trade group of industries, which
pays lower wages than any other
group.
State figures show that workers
in that group make an average of
1227.14 a week. A 40--hour week at
$3.35 an hour would pay $134
Many who earn the minimum
wage are part-time workers.
though.
Though most Kentuckians approved of the proposed increase,
the poll found some differences
among regions of the state.
About 78 percent of the people in
western, south-central. northern
and eastern Kentucky favored the
increase, for example, while 70
percent in Jefferson and surrounding counties and the Bluegrass
area favored it.
The difference might be explained in part by the presence in the
latter areas of higher numbers of
white-collar workers and people
with incomes above $35.000.
groups that were more likely to
oppose the increase.
The poll showed that Democrats
were more likely to approve the
proposed increase than
Republicans, 77 percent to 67
percent.
Eighty-five percent of those in
households that include a union
member backed the proposal,
compared with 72 percent in nonunion households.
Retired people, who likely would
be most affected by infl4ion, and
people who own thWir own
businesses — some of whom would
pay higher wages if the measure is
passed — were among those most
likely to oppose the proposal.
People in households with
children were more likely to favor
the increase than those in
households without children,
perhaps because many working
teen-agers earn minimum wage.
The poll has a margin of error of
3.5 percentage points. In theory, in
19 cases out of 20, the poll results
would differ by no more than 3.5
percentage points either way from
the results that would have been
obtained by interviewing all Kentucky adults with telephones.
The poll asked the following: All
things considered, do you favor or
oppose increasing the minimum
wage to $5.05 over the next four
years?
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PERSPECTIVE
Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
%reale. Washiagton. D.1.

20510

THE FIGHT FOR CONSERVATION
FUNDING CONTINUES
We can all be proud of the fact that Kentucky now has some
400,(100 acres - about 20 percent of our eligible land -in the Conservation Reserve Program. This important program has helped curb the
soil erosion which has occured on over one-third of his country's
cropland. Kentucky leads the nation in terms of soil actually saved by
enrolling highly erosive land in the CRP.
But we still have a fight on our hands in this session Of Congress.
We can give the administration credit for its support of some conservation efforts, including CRP and the cross-compliance provisions of
the 1985 farm bill. But we must once again resist its persistent and misguided efforts to gut other vital elements of our national conservation
programs.
We are going to have to use with the reality of .harsh spending
restrictions. Yet we must continue to meet the challenge of soil erosion
and the resulting threat to many of Our clean-water sources.
In view it this challenge, we can't live with an administrationbudget proposal calling for zero funding of regular agricultural conservation programs - our cost-sharing programs with farmers. We must - and
we ssill - challenge some of the administration's other proposals, such
as reduced funding of watershed programs and ter() funding of emer-gency concerv anon et forts and clean water programs related to soil consers
he administration also seems to he trying to impede the use or
the abandoned mine reclamation fund - a fund supported by coalmining takes and dedicated to the reclamation of abandoned mines.
The administration would cut appropriations from this fund by
more than S40 million - to less than S160 million in fiscal in 1989. It
w-ould do so in spite of the fact that the fund is being allowed to accumulate a surplus now approaching half a billion dollars. We see this
as a move to obscure - rather than reduce - our budget deficit.
NI) position on this issue is clear - we should make full use of our
special coal tax for the purposes stated in the law or we should cut the
taws.
We hear trom the administration that the rural abandoned mines
program is unneeded and that we can't full use funds available for
abandoned mine reclamation grants to the states-. But we know that
uur state still has hundreds of abandoned mines totaling as mush as
50,(100 acres and requiring some $600 million in reclamation funds.
Kentucks's grant receipts from the fund has e dropped from a high
of about S•to million to ahouf SI 7 million and will drop further if the
administration has its
this ineffective approach must be resisted, so we clearly do have
a fight- on our hands. But, with concerned Kentuckians working
together, we can keep winning our share of these battles.
We can continue to make progress on abandoned mine reclamation and other crucial aspects of our conservation effort. We owe this
to our children and our grandchildren, and we will stand by that obligation.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
John Sammons, Hugh Eddie
Fire destroyed the home of the Wilson and Robert Hopkins were
Lee Rogers family on Kentucky elected as officers of Murray
121 near Calloway-Graves county Junior Chamber of Commerce.
line today about 3:19 a.m.
Floyd C. Arnold. metalsmith seBecause of recent favorable cond class, is serving aboard USS
weather, progress on the new Plumas County with United States
Calloway County Animal Shelter Seventh Fl#et in the Far East.
on East sycamore Street is near
Lorene Swann and James
completion.
Swann visited their sister. Louise
Rick Norsworthy and Mike Swann. Asheville, N.C. She is state
Pembers are pictured with a large supervisor for home economics
group of crappie caught while department there.
fishing on Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Susie Vinson and Mr. and
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Thomas Mrs. Milton Outland have been the
guests of their son and brother,
Eveland, April 14.
Murray High School Tigers beat Mancil Vinson and Mrs. Vinson of
Marshall County 15 to 4 in a Frankfort.
Forty years ago •
baseball game. Kim Wilson was
National
Coon Dog Field
Dixie
pitcher for Murray.
and toyesterday
Trials
were
held
Twenty years ago
of
farm,
north
J.N.
Ryan
day
at
Over an inch of rain has fallen in
dogs
Nearly
were
200
Murray.
the past week in Murray. according to John Ed Scott, local entered from 15 states and more
than 2,000 persons were present.
weather observer.
Members of Murray Boy Scout
Vicki Hopkins was elected presi45 are camping at cabin of
Troop
dent and Ricki Hopkins as
Hendon on Kentucky Lake.
Carnie
reported of First District Beta
Club meeting on April 4 at Ralph Wear is scoutmaster.
Calloway County High School
Dr. Hugh Houston and Carmon
where the Hopkins twins are Graham presented a program at a
students.
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
District II of Free and Accepted
Murray Woman's Club. House.
Masons Will .neet April 19 at
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship,
Calloway County High School, acpastor of Kirksey Charge of
cording to Alvah Galloway of
Methodist Church, is conducting a
Temple Hill - Lodge No. 276 F. &
10-day revival meeting Lansing,
A.M., deputy grand master of the
Mich.
district.
H. Glenn Doran, vice president
Births reported include a girl to .of Peoples Bank, spoke about
Capt. and Mrs. John Bryant III, "Inflation" at a meeting of MurMarch 27.
ray Branch of American AssociaThirty,vears ago
tion of University Women at Wells
Z.C. Enix, Dr. William Pogue, Hall, Murray State College.
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Service like this will really bug you
It used to be simple. If anybody
in the old neighborhood had bugs,
they'd walk over to see Joe the exterminator. If he was out killing
bugs, his wife would be there. If the
shop was closed, you just walked
around back and rapped on the
door of the flat where they lived.
Joe would come over with his
spray machine and chemic.als, peer
into the pantry, knock on the walls,
gaze thoughtfully at the woodwork,
and tell everybody: "You go out for
a while. This stuff don't smell too
good."
When he finished the job, he'd
say: "Don't worry. When I kill 'em,
they stays kilt. But if they come
back,lemme know and I'll kill 'em
again." A man of his word, he'd
return until every last one was
doomed.
Joe didn't advertise, although he
had one promotional gimmick: In
his shop window was a big jar that
contained several genuine, live
black widow spiders. On summer
evenings, when people took walks,
there would always be a small
crowd in front of the window, staring at the black widows. Some of
the old ladies crossed themselves.
There was no reason for Joe to
advertise. Everybody knew he was
there and would get the job done.
As he said, the bugs would be kilt.
That was then and there. This is
now e.nd someplace else.
Anil a couple of months ago, the

ROA°
'Says
Mike Royk
blonde noticed these silvery little
bugs darting across our kitchen
floor.
She shrieked. Bugs have that effect on some people. I shrugged. As
I told her, they don't appear to be
ferocious, so why worry? If they
eat one of the cats, then we'll do
something.
But she wanted immediate action. So she flipped open the Yellow
Pages.
Having been conditioned since
childhood by TV, she called Orkin,
the big, national chain of bug killer.
It airs commercials showing their
bug fighters marching to your
rescue like brave Marines.
Naturally, they're no longer
known as "exterminators." An outdated word. They now engage in
"pest control." I prefer exterminators, which is specific. Pest
control could mean anything from
a schoolteacher to a tavern
bouncer.
Anyway, she called the nearest
Orkin office, one of many in this ci-

ty. And one of many in 46 states.
It's the nation's biggest killer of
bugs. It's so big that it has several
separate corporate divisions. And
it's owned by something even bigger called Rollins Environmental
Services Inc., which is traded on
the New York Stock Exchange.
Those tiny bugs in my kitchen
are big business.
The local Orkin office sent a pest
control expert to the house.
Although he didn't act like a
Marine, he identified the creatures
as "silverfish," and said that for
$150 he would slay them. But their
demise required at least two zaps
— one now and another in two
weeks.
She wrote the check, he spent
about 20 minutes spraying, and
vowed to return.
Two weeks later, she waited all
morning before phoning. He said:
"I forgot," but promised to be there
the next week.
That day came, but the bug hero
didn't. She phoned again.
Somebody else answered and said
that particular pest controller was
no longer with the Orkin company.
She didn't say where he went.
Maybe something ate him.
But they promised that the next
week, someone else would be out to
finish the job.
Another week, another no-show.
By then, the tiny silver fellows

Business Mirror

were boldly galloping across the
floor again. So she called and said
enough was enough and to just mail
a refund.
-It will take six weeks for a refund," the man said. "It has to go
through our national office."
"Fine," she said, "just send it."
Seven weeks passed without a refund. Another phone call, and this
time the office manager said they
had no record of a refund request
or of anything else regarding our
silver creatures.
After further discussion with the
blonde, at times a bit loud, the
manager said that he would agree
to refund half of the $150. Why only half? Because they had made the
one visit. That was as logical as a
doctor cutting you open, not sewing
you back up, but charging half his
regular fee.
Now the blonde stomps the bugs
when she sees them, and I tell her
that it could be worse: if they had
been killer ants, by the time the
world's biggest pest controllers arrived, all that would have remained would have been our bones.
It's another example of why bigger isn't always better. Joe the exterminator wasn't traded on the
New York Stock Exchange, but
when he said the bugs would be kilt,
they was kilt.
Sometimes bigger is just richer.
And dumber.

By John Cunniff

What happened to that tax cut from Congress?
NEW YORK(AP — Unless you
obtained an extension, your income tax returns are now behind
you, leaving time to dwell upon the
myriad thoughts that had entered
your mind and then fled because of
deadline stress.
Such as: Didn't Congress pass
what it called a tax cut? Weren't
the returns supposed to have been
simplified? Is it really possible for
anyone to file a number-perfect
return — that is, without paying
too much or too little?
And: If those people who are
trained by the Internal Revenue
Service to interpret- the tax code
cannot reach agreement among
themselves, how can justice be
dispensed? And if it cannot, how
can faith in the system be
maintained?
But these questions don't even
deal with the problem having
perhaps the greatest economic
significance of all: How can the
nation tolerate the lost time, the

lost creativity and energy, the lost
productivity of it all?
America's 100 million taxpayers
have spent at least 2 billion hours
preparing for and making out
their state and federal tax returns,
according to estimates by a
University of Michigan professor.
Joel B. Slemrod, director of the
school's Office of Tax Policy
Research, estimates the bill for
complying with state and federal
tax laws totals as much as $27
billion this year. It averages about
$275 a household.
It might be noted that this effort,
no matter how measured, wasn't
expended on making a better production line, inventing a product,
improving health, teaching a student, aiding the needy, building a
house or exporting a product.
Essentially, although perhaps
not totally, it was non-productive.
And maybe regressive as well.
Slemrod found that the lowest income class had relatively higher
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Mitch McConnell
TOBACCO GROWERS LOOK AT NEW WAYS
TO INCREASE INCOME
There is no doubt that tobacco will continue to be the most important agricultural product in Kentucky. Leaf tobacco has a long
history of being "king of the crops" in the Bluegrass State and will
always retain this crown. However, today's growers are searching
for ways to complement their income through new crops in order
to remain more competitive. By diversifying crops a farmer has on
his or her land, farmers can provide a cushion for themselves against
market fluctuations in tobacco. One of the most novel "crops" some
growers are turning to is sheep.
Three years ago, Morehead State University developed a program that attempted to reintroduce the sheep industry back into Kentucky. With a SI50,000 grant from the Appalachian Regional
Commission, Morehead imported 1,000 sheep from Texas and distributed the ewes to farmers who volunteered to participate in the
pilot project. Today, Morehead's Sheep Industry and Development
Project stands as a success in helping farmers start and maintain
sheep flocks while providing them with an extra source of income.
What makes sheep such a good complement to tobacco farming is the low start-up cost and a good profit margin. Much of Kentucky is ideally suited for sheep production. Another benefit is that
peak labor demands on sheep farming occur during the early spring
when the labor requirements for tobacco are at a minimum. In addition, wool from the sheep ca enerate enough money to cover
the expenses for the flock while t majority of the farmer's profits
come from selling lamb's meat.
Growers are also turning to cultivating grain crops where demand is growing due to high technology and industry. For example, a Purdue University report projected that by 1990, over 1 billion
bushels of corn will be used in ethanol fuels for automobiles. In addition, industry is turning to agriculture to provide crops that will
be manufactured into new products like biodegradable plastics and
deicing agents.
Each farmer's situation is different and no one option will work
Tor everyone. With this in mind, the University of Kentucky has
studied a variety of farm products, such as fruits and vegetables;
bush crops, such as bell peppers, eggplant, and squash; and strawberries that farmers can consider growing.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's recent announcement
raising the support price of tobacco coupled with our successes in
opening overseas markets, especially in Japan, holds great promise
for Kentucky burley growers. However, supplemental crops that
complement the tobacco growers' income can serve as an insurance
policy in an off year. Federal agencies working in cooperation with
growers and Kentucky universities have done impressive work in
crop-diversifielAtion programs. I am committed to these efforts and
will do all I can to make sure the Kentucky farmer benefits from
these programs.

compliance costs than the highest
income group.
•
(However, the tax reform
legislation did drop 6 million lowincome individuals off the tax rolls
by increasing the standard deduction and personal exemption. I
While Slemrod's numbers might
seem high, most likely they are
not. His research was conducted
on a group of Minnesota residents
who filed state and federal income
tax returns for 1982, well before
the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
He found that back then it took a
taxpayer 21.7 hours a year to complete taxes, two-thirds of that time
being devoted to record-keeping,
one-tenth to research and one-fifth
to filling in the blanks on the form.
He did not, it seems, take into
account the amount of time that
some of these people might subsequently have spent in defending
their returne,,4uring audits, nor
the average cost of maintaining
storage and work space in the
home.
The lost productivity involved in
such activities might make any
other dollar figures from such
studies seem minor. True, a lot of
people would have used the tithe
sleeping, but conceivably that
made them more productive the
following day — certainly more so
than the worker who spent the
night on taxes.
The route to resolving this annual dilemma isn't easy; in fact, it
might involve as many dead ends
and reverse turns as the ordinary
taxpayer faces in getting to the
bottom line — the line where he or
she finds the taxable income.
For example, simpler isn't
necessarily better, says the professor, simply because simpler
can be unfair. "To be fair and effective, there must be a certain
amount of complication," he says.

The level of frustration might be
read on a blood pressure gauge
when you realize that simply to
change to a simpler system might
only compound the problem, since
everyone would have to learn the
brand-new system.
But in the name of economic
productivity, millions of
Americans today might agree that
there must be a better route to the
bottom line on the tax form.

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The American journalist Ben
Hecht (1894-1964 wrote these
pungent words in 1947; they are
still true, of course:
Prejudice is a raft onto which
the shipwrecked mind
clambers and paddles to
safety.
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Lassiter
gets honors
at Ole Miss

VISIT MAMMOTH CAVE — Calloway 4-H Teen Club members visited
Mammoth Cave National Park as completion of their 4-H Geology Project. Attending were, from left, back row, Tracy Henry, Dwain McKinney, April Boswell, Richard Hill, Lena Haley,front row. LaDawn C000k,
Mary Ann Todd, Vicki Grady, Amy Latimer, Misy Poat, Sherri Tidwell
and Kathy Tidwell.

Jody A. Lassiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry B. Lassiter of Rt. 1,
Dexter, has been honored by his
acceptance to four academic
honorary societies at the University of Mississippi.
Lassiter, a freshman, was eligible 4for membership in the
prestigious honoraries because of
his 4.0 GPA and his many activities on the Ole Miss campus.
He has formally been initiated
to the following chapters: Alpha
Lambda Delta Scholastic Honor
Society for Freshmen: Gamma
Beta Phi Society, a collegiate
associate of the National Beta
Club: Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society: and Lambda Sigma National
Sophomore Honor Society.
Lassiter was awarded a $500

Ladies' day golf starts
this week at local club
\ Ladies' day events at Murray Marie Nance.
County Club on Wednesday, April
Tee 2 — Betty Lowry, Evelyn
20, will include golf and a Jones, Betty Stewart and Toni
luncheon.
Hopson.
Luncheon will be served at 11:45
Tee 3 — Diane Villanova.
a.m. with Kathy Hurt and Tara Margaret Shuffett, Sue Brown and .
Dennison as co-chairmen.
Cathryn Garrott.
The first ladies' day golf of the
Tee 4A 7 Virginia Schwettman.
season will be at 9 a.m. Those Betty Hinton, Teresa Garland and
desiring to play but who are not Tonya Fike.
listed in the line-up may come to
Tee 4B — Ethelene McCallon,
the course and be paired at the tee. Rainey Apperson, Sue Costello
HOstesses will be Ethelene Mc- and Jennife Crouse.
Callon and Rainey Apperson.
Tee 5A — Madelyn Lamb, Della
The line-up is as follows:
Miller, Betty Scott and Anna Mary
Tee 1A — Betty Jo Purdom. Adams
Jerlene Sullivan, Frances Hulse
Tee 58 (nine holes1 — Rebecca
and Veneta Sexton.
Irvan, Opha Spiceland and Marion
Tee 18 — Dana Stonecipher, Poole.
Jane Fitch. Janet Wallis and
Tee 6 — Billie Cohoon, Peggy
Shoemaker, Freda Steely and
BARGAIN SHOWS
Norma Frank.
Tee 7 — Lula Bingham, Lois
Sot., Sun. Aft. & Tue Nite
Keller, Edith Garrison and Nancy
All Seats '2.50
Haverstock.
Tee 8 — Rowena Cullom, Louise
Lamb, Martha Sue Ryan and
Mary Frances Bell.
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
Tee 9A — Patti Claypool.
LaVerne Ryan, Aileen Castrale
Michacl Kcgon is
and Martha Enoch.
Tee 9B — Inine holes 1 — Rebec1:io
BEETLEJUICE
P
9:06
ca West, Mary Bazzell, LaRue
Williams and Frances Richey.
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He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Lassiter of Murray
and of Mrs. Myrtle Jones and the
late T.P. Jones of Dexter.

Willard Alls, Ph.D., of Murray is
conducting a meeting and drug
seminar at Grant Street Church of
Christ, Decatur, Ala.
Dr. Ails spoke on Sunday morning at the church. Then Sunday
evening through Tuesday evening,
he will be speaker at services
there. He also will be doing drug
seminars today and tomorrow in
the Decatur School System.
A spokesman for the Grant
Street Church, sponsor of the
three-day seminar, said that the
church recognizes its responsibility to the community to provide an
insight into the common problem
of substance abuse.
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442-3600

*Famous Bend Over'
waistband stretches and
bends with your body for
comfort and the best fit
'Machine washable, easy
care fabric stretches two
ways for maximum
comfort while
maintaining its shape
The results are garments
that fit fabulously and
feel wonderful'
*Quality construction
including reinforced
stress points
'Bend Over
is
manufactured and
guaranteed by
Levi Strauss & Co , famous
for standards of
excellence

Muray State University Women's Society will have its Spring Brunch
at Kenlake Resort on Saturday. April 23, at 10 a.m. Margie Shown and
Oneida White will provide the entertainment. Local merchants and artists have donated gifts for door prizes. The cost of the brunch will be $5
and reservations must be made by Wednesday. April 20. according to
Roberta Garfield, spokesman for the group.

VFW'Post needs leftover items
Any one have items left over from yard sales or
from your homes and
businesses, the H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post of Veterans
of Foreign Wars
can use these items. The Post is planning
fund-raising sales in the future
and would appreciate having any items donated
For more information
call Leonard Brown at 436-2674.
JO ANN EZELL, business instructor and student placement director at CareerCom College of
Business, Paducah, has been
selected to receive an "Outstanding Young Woman of America"
honor for the second consecutive
year. She is an honor graduate of
Paducah Community College and
Murray State University. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Ezell of Paducah,she is the granddaughter of Mrs. Garnett Loafman and the late Mr. Loafman and
of Mr. and Mrs. N ovis Ezell. and
the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
OWe Workman, all of Murray.

BELLEVILLE, Ill. (AP) —
Diane Otrick and Tony Jestis had
a nice traditional church wedding,
then celebrated by climbing into
separate airplanes and flying off
into the wild blue yonder.
At the ceremony on April 16 at
St. Peter's Cathedral in Belleville.
the couple exchanged medals of
Our Lady or Loreto, the patron of
air travelers. Then, the newlywed
pilots headed to St. Louis for an
airborne wedding procession
At St. Louis Downtown-Parks
Airport, the bride flew off in a
restored 1940 Waco UPF-7 while
the groom followed in a Cessna
152. Pilot friends and several wedding guests completed the unusual
procession in seven other small
planes
"The idea for the flyby just sort
of evolved," said Ms. Olrick, 31,
an air traffic controller and parttime flight instructor.
Jestis, 26, a senior at Parks Air
College, proposed last year to Ms.
Olrick on the campus. She received her engagement ring after a
romantic 2 a.m. flight.

LEVI
BENDOVER
Reg $23.00

$ 8"
Zippered Front
Sizes 32-46
Colors: Black, Brown,
White, Gray, Navy
and More.

Fashion and carefree comfort.
Thanks to Bend Over•

The program which is designed
for the community explores all
aspects of chemical use and
abuse.
Ails, a nationally known drug
educator, is a member of the National Drug Free School Recognition Program Panel which is sponsored by the United States Department of Education. There are
eight members of this panel who
are responsible for recognizing
schools that are working toward
becoming drug-free. This panel
assigns the flag of excellence in
drug education.
The Murray man also speaks for
youth rallies and on drug education seminars throughout the nation. He is the author of four books
on alcohol and drugs and writes
professionally for pharmaceutical
and religious publications.
Ails is owner of the Bookmark in
Murray and pharmacist at Community Hospital in Mayfield.

Dr. Kelly to speak 'Tuesday
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. April 19. at 2 p.m in board
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital 'Radiation Therapy" will
be discussed by Dr. Prue Kelly. This group is jfor cancer patients and
their families and friends to provide information support and resource
material. For information call Nancy Rose H N or Gale B. Cornelison
L.S.W. at 753-5131

Alemorial plans.skatillg evc.nt
Memorial Baptist Church will have a church-wide skating party on;
Tuesday. April 19. from 6 to 8p.m. at Circtis SkaimtrOiMurray This is a
special event, sponsored by the'church

Andrea .Car`esse 13eanc. l.) )m
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Beane(413.0 Box 12. Murray. are the pacents
of a daughter, Andrea Caresse. weighing seven pounds 15 ounces.
measuring 20 inches borti on -Tuesday. April 12. at 7 06 p m at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have a son. Nathan The mother is the
former Anna Holland. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Halford Beane.
1300 Sycamore St.. Murray, and Mr and Mrs Rudy Holland. lit '3, Old
Shiloh Road. Murray

Secretaries 1)1;11) selninar
Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter of Professional Secretaries International i PSI i will sponsor a seminar, conducted by Ms Barby Fairbanks
Eide, for all men and women in business entitled -10 Ways to Stay in
Love with your Job," on Thursday. April 28. from 11 a m. to 445 p.m at
Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah Registration and exhibits will be
open between 11 a.m. and 1 p m The cost of the seminar will be $40 per
person. For more information and reservations contact Elaine Overton
CPS, Peoples First National Band and Trust Company. 1-444-6371. or
Suzanne Rawlings CPS. Paducah Bank and Trust Company. 1-443-6423
The deadline for reservations is Friday. April 22

Katie Virginia Boyd:born
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Boyd Jr of 1009 Weda Circle, Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter. Katie Virginia. born on Thursday. April 7. at
Murray-Calloway County -Hospital. Grandparents are Curtis Boyd and
the late Mrs. Virginia Boyd. Ms Darius Cain, Mayfield. and Fred Cain.
Murray.

West Kentucky State Vocational Technical School. Highway 62 West.
Paducah, will offer the last computer literacy evening course of this
school year during the months of May and June This 30-hour class is for
those who know absolutely nothing about computers All interested persons are asked to attend a meeting on Thursday. April 21. at 6 p m at the
Computer Lab at the school For more information call 1-554-499i, ext
283

Shatter completes course
Airman 1st Class Richard W. Shaffer. son of Mr and Mrs Paul D.
Shaffer of Rt. 5, Mayfield. has graduated from Air Force basic training
at Lack land Air Force Base. Texas During the six weeks of training he
studied the air force mission's organization and customs and received
special training in human relations. In addition he earned credits
toward an associate degree through the community college of the Air
Force. He is a 1985 graduate of Farmington High School.

- Girl Scouts honor leaders
Community supporters, friends and families throughout Kentuckiana
and in communities across the nation will extend thanks and congratulations to Girl Scout troop leaders on Girl Scout Leader's Day on Friday,
April 22. Several special events have been planned to commemorate this
seventh national Girl Scout holiday. Girl Scout leaders have a tradition
partnership with girls to help them develop values, and in
of work'
so doing They help shape girls' lives. Margaret Miller, Kentuckiana
Council President, issued this statement, "Girl Scouting is eternally indebted to its leaders for their commitment to helping girls today to be
the best they can be tomorrow. I cannot thank these volunteers enough.-
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YOU CAN LOSE 17 TO 25
POUNDS IN JUST 6 WEEKS
AND WE'LL TEACH YOU HOW
TO KEEP IT OFF!
CALL TODAY FOR A
FREE CONSULTATION

Levi Strauss & Co.

2302 Kentucky Ave. Paducah, Ky.

Awards luncheon on Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Auxiliary meeting
and
Awards Luncheon will be Tuesday. April 19. at 11 - 30 a.m. in Volunteer
Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist Church. Ali hospital volunteers
and auxiliary
members are encouraged to attend. All. volujnteers will be
honored for
their dedication and servIces in helping others at the
hospital. an auxiliary spokesman said.

Computer cour.se planned

Willard Alls guest speaker
at events in Decatur, Ala.

OPEN 9 TO 5 MONDAY-SATURDAY

*Quality, comfort and easy
care are built in to the
Original E.iend Over' Pant

Women's Society plans brunch

Couple married
and flys aci\ay

Jody A. Lassiter
Alpha Lambda Delta Outstanding
Freshman Scholarship for his
academic achievement and actIve
involvement at Ole Miss.
Lassiter also was recently
elected to the position of vice
president of the Ole Miss Chapter
of Young Democrats. He had been
apointed as Public Relations
Director for the organization in
the fall. He continues to serve as
State Director for the Students of
Albert Gore Jr. Campaign in
Mississippi.

Miliray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

We are pleased to announce that Shelley Lynn
Howell, bride-elect of
Kent Allen Jenkins, has
selected her bath ac
cessories from our bridal
registry.
Shelley and Kent will be
married June 11, 198f1.

753-0020
New

Morning Hours 8:00-12:30
Afternoon 2:30-5:00

JCPenney

':00-12:0'

Murray Kentucky

'lopping
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Community coming events listed
Monday, April 18
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in basement of club house.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Racer Club of Murray State
University will meet at 6 p.m. at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
First-Serve Tennis for ladies of
Murray Country Club is scheduled
at 7 p m

Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Life Saving Class will begin at
7:30 p.m. in Carr Health Building,
Murray State University.

Tuesday, April 19
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
Alzheimer's Support Group will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
A Social Security representative
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
————
Murray Moose Lodge will have
enrollment meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7 p.m.
————
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 pin, at
Homeplace-1850.

Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
chrch.
—
Caprecia Buckingham and
;AA and Al-Anon will have closed
Diane Martin, junior saxmeetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
ophonists, will present a recital at
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For 6:45
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex,
information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
753-7764 or 753-7663
State University. Admission is
————
free
Tuesday, April 19
Murray State University Jazz
Murray Rotary Club Banquet
for members and spouse will be Band will preserned concert at 8
._enter ballroom.
at Kenlake Hotel with reception at p.m . in 0, ostP°
6 p m and dinner at 6:30 p.m. Dr. MSU. Adm..rsion is free.
————
Tim Silver of Anchorage will be
Bingo will be played at 7 p.m. at
speaker
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
————
Board of PACA i parents against Church.
————
child abandonmenti will meet at
-Sunday
Fidelisk,
4iodol Class of
12 noon at Pagliai's.
Elm Grove Baptig- Church will
————
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p m. meet at 230 p.m at church.
————
at Calloway Public Library
Memorial Baptist Church will
————
Retirees and spouses of Local have a church-wide skating prty at
1068 and other locals of UAW- AFL- Circus Skating of Murray from 6 to
CIO will have a covered dish sup- 8 p.m.
per at 5:30 p m in Fellowship Hall
Events at First Baptist Church
of Memorial Baptist Church. Tim
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
Langford will be speaker
a m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
————
Luncheon for volunteers of a m.; Young Musician Riners at
3:45 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Need
————
Line will be at 12 noon at Boston
Senior citizens' activities will be
Tea Party, Holiday Inn
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center:
————
from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Murray Christian Women's Club
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
p.m. at Ellis Center.
Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
————
Murray -Calloway County
Music Department of Murray
HOSpitalAilidliary will have its anWoman's Club will have its
nual meeting and Volunteer
luncheon-style show at 12 noon and
Awards Luncheon at 11:30 a.m. in
its dessert-style show at 7 p m at
Fellowship
Hall of First Baptist
club house.
Church.
————
————
Murray TOPS ;take off pounds
Wednesday
, April 24
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
at Southside Manor Community
Room, Glendale Road. For infor- open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
mation call 753-9303
————
————
Reservations for spring brunch
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6.30 p.m. at Homeplace Family at Kenlake Resort on April 23 by
Murray State University Women's
Restaurant.
shOld be made by today.
Society
————
————
Free blood pressure checks will
Ladies' day events at Murray
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Country Club will be golf at 9 a.m.
with Ethelene McCallon and
Church.
Rainey Apperson as hostesses and
luncheon at 11:45 a.m. with Kathy
Events at Calloway Public Hurt and Tara Dennison as
Library will be Parents and Twos hostesses.
————
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Daughters of the Confederacy will
————
Annual Spring Conference of meet at 1:30 p.m. at Boston Tea
First' District PTA will be at 6:30 Party, Holiday Inn.
p.m. at North Calloway ElemenLadies' day events at Oaks
tary School.
Country Club will be bridge at 9:30
————
Health Express of Murray. a.m. with•Joyce Fortin as hostess
Calloway County Hospital will be and luncheon at 12 noon with
at Dexter Senior Center from 9 to Crystal Parks and Isabel Parks as
11 a.m. and at State Parking Lot at co-chairmen.
Hardin from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
Blood pressure, cholesterol,
Events at Calloway Public
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes Library will include Parents and
screenings and colon cancer kits Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
will be offered.
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 20

.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Larry Seay's Market at Lynnville from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Tri
City Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. Blood pressure, cholesterol,
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be officered.
Diet and diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Bereavement Support Group
%yid meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Event§ in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850. Also spring
turkey season opens in Kentucky
and Tennessee portions.
Murray High School and Murray
PTO will have "94-or-Above
Average" Dinner at 6:30 p.m. in
Murray High School Cafeteria. Dr.
Kala Stroup and Dr. John Brock
will be speakers. For information
call 753-5202.
— —
Four-B Horse Judging will
begin at 9 a.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. For information call
762-6925.
————
A Stress Reduction Workshop
will meet from p:10 to 12:50 p.m.
at downtown blranch of Bank of
Murray Conference Room. For information call 762-2716.
Graphic design, paintings and
photographs by BFA candidate
Marsha Harris will be display today through May 13 in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Youth Council
Meeting at 6:15 p.m Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Adult Education in Parish Center at 1 p.m.;
High School Confirmation Group
in Gleason Hall and Second Grade
Retreat in Parish Center at 5:30
p.m.:. Adult Education in Parish
Center at 7.30 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club
play practice at 4 p.m.; Youth
Club Brainstorming for Parents at
4:15 p.m.; and Chancel Choir
practice at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events- at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Family Night
Potluck with Fidelis Class in
charge of arrangements at 6 p.m.;
Baptist Women, Brotherhood,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends at 7
p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and
Youth Handbells at 5:30 p.m.;Business meeting, Youth
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45
pm
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Asthma becoming serious threat
EDITOR'S NOTE — Recent
studies suggest that asthma is
becoming a more serious health
threat among children. Some
researchers warn that the studies
could be misleading, but a
spokesman for the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases says, "I think the
evidence is there."
By MALCOLM RITTER
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (API — Scientists
are baffled and concerned by signs
that asthma is becoming more
prevalent and more severe among
children.
The indications appear in
recently published surveys and in
studies of hospital discharges and
death certificates. Experts stress
the numbers are open to other interpretations, but they also find
reason to worry.
— A government survey
estimates that the percentage of
children younger than 18 with
asthma rose 25 percent from 1982
to 1986, reaching 51 per 1,000
children, or a total of 3.2 million.
— Another federal survey found
the percentage of 6- to 11-year-olds
who reported having ever had
ma rose 58 percent during the
197
The hospitalization rate for
asthma in children younger than
15 doubled between 1970 and 1978.
The rate, for hospital discharges
with asthma as primary
diagnosis, also rose about 50 percent from 1979 to 1986, reaching
303 discharges per 100,000 children
of that age.
—Annual deaths from asthma,
per 100,000 people in each age
group, rose from 0.1 in 1979 to 0.2

for 1980-84 and 0.3 in 1985 for ages appeared for
children ages. 12 to 17
5-14. For ages 15-24, the rate rose except for a
possibly illusory rise
from 0.2 for 1979-80 to bounce bet- for blacks.
ween 0.3 and 0.4 for 1981-85.
The 58 percent rise should be
Hospital discharge rates sug- viewed with some
caution because
gest asthma may have become the two
surveys differed
more severe, some experts say. somewhat from
each other, said
And other countries are reporting Peter Gergen.
co-author of the arsimilar increases in asthma ticle and a medical
officer for the
trends.
National Center for Health
What is going on?
Statistics.
"There are more questions than
But the rise others found in
there is certainty, which is a very asthma deaths
and
good reason for looking into it discharges "tends to hospital
make one
much more carefully," said A. more believe the
increase in
Sonia Buist of the Oregon Health prevalence we found
may be an
Sciences University. who heads a actual finding," he said.
task force formed by professional
Even the overall body of asthma
societies to investigate those evidence poses
complexities.
questions.
Asthma statistics are "soft and
Asthma affects an estimated 9.7 squishy" partly
because doctors
million Americans. The basic pro- disagree on how to
define the
blem is that the tubes carrying air disease, and shifts in
opinion over
into and within the lungs are too time can skew the numbers,
said
sensitive to dust, pollen, pollutants Oregon's Buist. Some
observers
or other substances, or to exer- say increasing numbers
of lung
cise, emotions or cold air.
specialists also make asthma
When the airways react, they diagnoses more likely, she
said.
constrict and their inner linings
In addition, the hospital
swell, narrowing the passageway discharge studies count
a given
for air. During such an attack the asthmatic more than
once if he is
asthmatic struggles for breath.
hospitalized repeatedli for
The latest study on asthma asthma in a year. And the
rise in
trends appeared in January's hospitalization could reflect
more
issue of the journal Pediatrics. aggressive treatment rather
than
Researchers compared results of just greater severity, said
R.
the government's National Health Michael Sly, director
of allergy
and Nutrition Survey II, con- and immunology at
Children's
ducted from 1976 to 1980, with Hospital at the National
Medical
those of the first such survey, done Center in Washington.
from 1971 to 1974.
Still', the numbers cause
The percentage of children ages concern.
6 to 11 who had ever been diagnos"Is this for real? I think it is for
ed with asthma rose from '4.8 per- real. I think the evidence
is
cent in the first survey to 7.6 per- there," said Daniel Mullally
of the.,
cent in the second, an increase of National Institute of Allergy
and '
58 percent. No significant increase Infeetious Diseases.

Ei>angelist Billy Graham visits China
BEIJING (AP) — Evangelist
Billy Graham visited China's
Great Wall northeast of Beijing on
Friday on his first sightseeing trip
since arriving in the capital
earlier this week.

Ross Shafer .will
be host for show

Graham said he found it extraordinary to imagine all the
generals, battles, emperors and
common laborers connected with
its 2,200-year history.
Troops of elementary school
students enjoying a school trip at

the Great Wall serenaded Gfir•aham
with patriotic Chinese songs.
Graham and other members of
his group responded with "Jesus
Loves Me," and the children joined in a spirited rendition of the
same Sunday school song, in
Chinese.

SEATTLE (API — Seattle TVradio comic Ross Shafer says he
has accepted an offer to become
the first permanent host of "The
Late Show" since Joan Rivers was
fired from the late-night television
talk show in May.
Shafer said Thursday that "Late
Show" producer Ron Vandor offered him the permanent position
minutes before the show opened
Wednesday night, and Shafer said
he accepted immediately.
"I floated through the
monologue," Shafer said in a
telephone interivew from Fox
Studios in Los Angeles. Wednesday was only the fourth night of
Shafer's seven-week stint as an
alternating guest host of the
program.
Shafer, who has been the host of
KING-TV's Sunday night show
"Almost Live" and a daily radio
show on KJR in Seattle, said his
style with guests is kinder than
that of David Letterman and
softer than that of Ms. Rivers.
NEED LINE HELPED — Woodmen of the World Lodge 72$ recently col"I think Genghis Khan's style is lected food items for Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Church and
softer than Joan's," he said.
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., as its spcial project for the second quarter.
Pictured with donations are Candace Dowdy. president, center, and
Madelle Talent, left, and Treva Kelleher, special project committee
members.
Fashion trends in the auto industry currently lean toward the
"European" look which features
the use of raised, black letters on
tires rather than the raised, white
letters which used to mark
American "muscle" cars, according to Armstrong Tire Co.

Fashion trends

Clegg Austin, M.D.
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Tracey Harrington making a lot of stops all over the world
Like the late pop singer Rick
Nelson's "Travelin' Man," Dr.
Tracy Harrington has "made a lot
of stops, all over the world."
For Harrington, director of the
Center for International Programs at Murray State University, the list of destinations has been
long and colorful:
— Kenya, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Uganda and Zambia in Africa:
— Belize, Costa Rica and
Jamaica in Central America and
the Caribbean; and
— Denmark, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy and West Germany in Europe.
Between flights, Harrington carries another responibility on campus — director of the Faculty
Resource Center, the university's
comprehensive development office that helps professors design
their classes and assess their
teaching efforts.
•'Internationalizing Murray
State's campus and supporting the
faculty are two areas of university
work in which I think I can make a
substantial contribution," Harrington said.
His interest in working abroad
surfaced during his
undergraduate days at
Washington and Lee University in
Virginia, where he graduated in

1965 with honors in sociology and
Faculty Resource Center (FRCI.
anthropology.
"Our main purpose is to support
"After spending three months in the faculty in all dimensions of
Tanzania on a summer project their professional lives," he noted,
with the Episcopal Church," he "to undergird their
said, "I became so fascinated with
professionalism."
the development of the area that I
Trained FRC advisers use inreturned to the United States to class observations, videotapes and
complete my master's degree in other tools to give faculty an acAfrican studies."
curate picture of their personal
When he finished his degree at teaching skills.
Howard University in Washington.
The center also works with
D.C.. he returned to Tanzania with
course evaluations, administers
wife Judy and one-year-old son summer grants and minigrants
Matt for three years to work in
for educational research, makes
secondary education.
audio-visual materials, designs
In 1971, the family traveled to departmental public relations
Florida I. with newborn son Luke
materials, provides orientations
where Harrington earned his doc- for new faculty members and
toral degree in international trains graduate teaching
development education at Florida
assistants.
State University.
.
In mid-1981 a group of concernTheir final extensive move ed faculty approached with the
overseas led them with one-yeargoal of internationalizing Murray
old daughter Megan to the
State — and the Center for InterUniversity of Zambia in Lusaka.
national Programs (CIP was
where Harrington was appointed a
born.
professor of continuing education.
Charged with forging links with
"After all the time abroad, we
foreign universities to allow Murdecided that our children needed
ray State faculty and students to
some anchorage in their cultural
exchange places with their
lives. That thought led us back to
overseas counterparts, the CIP
America, and to Murray State,"
boasts direct exchange
he said.
agreements with nine foreign
Harrington began his service in
universities, including schools in
1980 as director of the university's
Australia, Belize, China. Kenya

Eddie Allen elected new SGA president
at Murray State for 1987-88 school year
Eddie Allen of Fancy Farm, a
junior occupational safety and
health major, won election April
13 as president of the Student
Government Association (SGA at
Murray State University for the
1987-88 school year.

Tenn.. junior, received 550 votes to
beat Lisa O'Nan, Henderson
junior. 421 votes, and Cindy
-Jenkins, Paducah —junior, 41
votes, for the office of SGA
secretary.
Dana Shannon. Paducah junior.
won re-election as SGA treasurer
with 883 votes, defeating Andy
Jobs, Murray senior. 475 votes.
Students selected to fill six
senator-at-large positions in the
Student Senate are Leigh Ann
Hall, Dexter. Mo., junior, 504
votes; Jenna Newton, Fulton
freshman, 375 votes; Michelle
Sauer, Henderson sophomore, 3.82
votes; Russel "Rusty" Shoulta,
Paducah senior, 470 votes; Kate
Stephens, Marion, Ill., freshman.
389 votes; and Vish Talwalkar,
Lexington senior, 374 votes.
The following representatives
from each of the six colleges on
campus were selected to serve in
the Student Senate:
College of Business and Public

Allen received , 628 votes to
defeat incumbent Chris McNeill, a
Hickman senior, 408 votes, and
Kevin Uhls, Louisville senior, 382
votes.
He will also serve as the student
representative on the university's
board of regents, beginning July 1.
More than 1,400 students voted
in the election, which decided the
winners of the four SGA executive
offices and 18 Student Senate
seats.
Shannon Chambers a Benton
junior, was elected SGA vice
president with 7'70 votes, defeating
Staphanie Stephens, Marion,
junior, 586 votes.
Jeff Shepherd, South Fulton,

Affairs — Dana Cox, Frankfort
freshman, 182 votes.; and Jim Ray.
Louisville freshman, 129 votes.
-College of Education — Allison
Finley, Owensboro junior. 57
votes; and Wendy Galloway,
Henderson junior, 98 votes.
College of Fine Arts and Communication — Anne Haynie. Benton sophomore, 109 votes; and
Steven Johnson, Owensboro
senior, 109 votes.
College of Humanistic Studies —
Matt Brooks, Anna, Ill., junior. 72
votes; and Christi Perry. Fulton
junior, 79 votes.
College of Industry and
Technology — Ronald "'Pokey"
Miller, Marion, Ill.. sophomore,
140 votes; and Julie Turner, New
Johnsonville, Tenn.. sophomore,
96 votes.
College of Science — Huong
Dinh. Murray sophomore. 163
votes; and Mark Waldrop, Murray
junior, 58 votes.

Mooday, April 18, 1988

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Scaly spots occur
on aging skin
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Scaly patches
are developing all over my back and
face. I'm 69. My doctor calls it kera toses and says to Just scrape it off. Well,
that hurts. What else can I do'
DEAR READER- Keratoses are
scaly raised discolorations that develop on aging skin. They are very common and no one, to my knowledge,
knows their cause. As you have discovered, they are painful to scrape
off. Therefore. I disagree with your
doctor about this method of
treatment

Since keratoses are entirely benign
and constitute only a cosmetic problem, I usually urge my patients to
leave them alone If the skin lesions
arise at friction points, such as on belt
lines or under bra straps. they can be
surgically removed in a simple office
procedure. However, new ones tend to
grow back, so surgical removal may
be an ongoing commitment
DEAR DR. GOTT: The doctors said
I had nephritis. My kidneys have lost
20 percent of function. Are they correct that there is nothing I can do to
slow down or correct this condition?
Progressive kidney disease is a hard
pill to swallow for a 33-year-old
mother with a 1-year-old baby.
DEAR READER: The answer to
your question depends on the type of
nephritis (kidney inflammation) that
you have. Nephritis can be hereditary
(Alport's syndrome) and untreatable
except by dialysis or kidney transplant, or it may be secondary to infection, drugs or chemicals. For example, post-streptococcal nephritis is
self-limited and requires no treatment (except antibiotics for strep infection); complete recovery is the
rule. Drug-induced nephritis is probably the consequence of allergic reac-

Charles D. Tucker, M.D.
announces the relocation of
his office Murray Surgery
Center to the new Medical
Arts Building for practice of
General and Peripheral
Vascular Surgery and
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy.
Office hours
Monday - Friday,
8:00 am - 6:00 p.m.
Suite 182

tions to certain medicines. Almost all
antibiotics can cause this, as can antiinflammatory agents, such as aspirin.
and heavy metals,such as lead Treatment depends on the cause.
You should be under the care of a
renologist, a kidney specialist Progressive renal disease is, indeed, an
unattractive proposition; however,
there is much that can be done" to
spare you from this complication
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report on KIDNEY DISORDERS.
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 and their name and address to P.0 Box 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369 Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT Whenever I eat
barbecued food I get really violent diarrhea. What could cause it'
DEAR READER Probably a component of the barbecue sauce. Check
labels to identify the potential culprit,
avoid certain brands of sauce, give up
barbecue entirely — or simply accept
the diarrhea as a side effect of your
dietary preference
INS. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Poplar Street

"definitely a first for us" and expanding an exchange agreement
with the Tampere Institute of
Technology in Finland.
However, he said, the excitement of the job explains his eight.
year tenure in Murray.
-We've lived in this area longer
than we've lived anywhere in the
world," he said. "Murray is a very
positive community.
'*1 feel I'm qualified to say that;
since I've traveled to so many
places

University of Kentucky's new president
optimistic despite recent controversies
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP
—
University of KentuCky President
David Roselle has not let the
crises he has faced since taking
the job last summer get him down.
"There are bound to be difficult
situations,", Roselle said. "You
have to have enough confidence in
yourself and in the institution and
its goals. And you just keep on
truckin.."
The road has not been a smooth
one for Roselle recently.
The university got far less'
money from the 1988 General
Assembly than Roselle says it
needs. Former Gov. A.B. -Happy" Chandler, a UK trustee,
created a controversy by uttering
a racial slur at a trustees' subcommittee meeting earlier this month.
And just last week, an investigation was launched of a possible
basketball recruiting offense.
As UK trustee Larry Forgy put
it, The events would have exasperated the patience of Job."
But not Roselle.
Throughout the crises, he has
appeared calm and thoughtful. In
addition, he has insisted that the
university will be better for
weathering such adversity and
has focused on trying to keep
morale.high.
Roselle has tried in particular to
reassure the faculty. For example, he called a special meeting in
February to discuss possible
repercussions of the budget. More
than 1,750 people attended.
He told them that -a bad budget
does not mean we are a bad institution." And he stressed that
UK has an excellent faculty.
"The faculty is very supportive
of him." said UK Senate Council
President William Lyons. "This
guy has an wiabounded amount of

Morrison's arrest has
Calloway connection
Tim Morrison. 25, of Graves
County. was arrested in MayfiOd
Saturday and charged with
several counts of possession of a
forged instrument in the second
degree. according to reports from
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department and the Murray
Police Department.
The charges stem from checks
stolen in Murray, said Murray
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
Morrison is lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on a $2,500
cash bond

CCFR squad answers calls
The Calloway County FireRescue responded to several calls
over the weekend including a car
fire in Almo on Saturday. according to CCFR reporter Mike
Sykes.
The 1983 Oldsmobile, owned by
Jewell Puckett, was totally engulfed upon arrival, Sykes said. The
fire. which started under the hood,
destroyed the vehicle.
At 2 p.m. on Saturday, fire
fighters responded to a field and
woods fire on Kentucky 121 south.
The fire burned 20 acres, Sykes
said The origin of the fire is
undetermined at time. The CCFR
was assisted by the Department of
Forestry.
Firemen responded to two field
fires on Sunday. The largest fire
burned two acres of land just past
Rattlin' Bridge at 5:30 p.m., Sykes
said. The cause is undetermined.
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energy. He's fought for them, and
he's gone out and talked to every
group that 'Will listen to him.
"He's very upbeat," Lyons added. "I think first of all he's an extremely energetic person who
jumps on top of crises and doesn't
allow them to slide out from under
him. He believes the problems
force the institution to look at
itself."
At a board of trustees meeting in
February. Roselle discussed the
dismal budget. After he delivered
the bad news. he insisted again
that somewhere there was a silver
lining.
"There's one good thing that has
come out of all this." he said. -We
have heightened the awareness of
education, and long-term, this will
cause the people of the corn-

monwealth to come together'.
One of Roselle's greatest
strengths, acquaintances said, is
that he listens to people and is sensitive to them.
"I give him an excellent
rating," said Kennedy James, the
president of the Black Student
Political Caucus at UK and one of
many students who marched on
Roselle's office over the Chandler
incident. "We appreciate him and
think he's a,great person "
It remains to be seen how
Roselle will bear up if the problems intensify.
Forgy said he thought Roselle's
"personal popularity" would help
him weather the storms. Because
of that, he said. Roselle will have
support from many corners

Murray's Anita Folsom elected to
electoral college.at convention
LOUISVILLE, Ky
AP —
Republican presidential candidate
Pat Robertson has urged his Kentucky supporters to get involved in
GOP affairs and take up his consirvative causes. '
The message was taken to heart
Saturday as Robertson loyalists
won seats on the GOP state central
executive committee and places
on litr state's delegation to the
RepuBlican National Convention
this summer.
The Robertson supporters had to
overcome the opposition and
suspicion of many long-time Kentucky Republicans who privately
worried that the new converts are
interested in ultimately taking
control of the party.
Robertson was creamed in Kentucky's presidential primary in
March and failed to win a single
one of the state's 38 delegates to
the nominating convention in New
Orleans. Robertson himself has all
but conceded the nomination to
Vice President George Bush

Robertson said the Kentucky
GOP. which is outnumbered nearly 21-2 to one in registration and
has not elected a governor in more
than 20 years. needs all the help it
can get
Murray's Anita Folsom was
elected to the electoral college
this past weekend at the State
Republican Convention in
Louisville_ Charlie Rodgers of
Madisonville was chosen for the
first district.
Folsom said that the appointment as a Presidential elector
would give her the opportunity to
go to Frankfort to vote for Vice
President George Bush. should he
Carry Kentucky during the
November election. If the
Democratic candidate wins the
state. she will not go
The Calloway County
Republican Convention will hold a
meeting Saturday. May 7 at 10
a.m. in the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex

THE ACES ON BRIDGE•
"Every man expects somebody or
something to help him And when he
finds he must help himself, he says
he lacks liberty and justice "
Edgar Watson Howe
South looked to the defense to
help him make his game The help
was there, unfortunately he asked
the wrong defender
South took his spade ace, drew
trumps with the ace and queen, and
led dummy's diamond queen for a
winning finesse The diamond ace
was cashed with hope, but when the
king didn't appear, he led a third diamond to establish his fourth card
in that suit East switched to clubs
instead of returning a spade, and
West scored three winners in rapid
order, beating the game one trick
"I make the game if East returns
a spade or if East has the club
queen." alibied South.
A true statement, to be sure, but a
poor excuse for failure When the diamond king doesn't drop under the
ace, South has a cinch if he postpones establishing diamonds and
leads his spade jack instead. West
wins but has no exit iii the red suits.
And regardless of which black suit
he leads, South avoids a club loser to
score his 10 tricks.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

4 IA A

•75

Q .1 9 8 5
•Q J 72
J6
WEST
EAST
•9 6 4 2
•K Q 10 8 3
•42
•6
•9 4
* K 10 3
4* A Q 7 3
4 10 9 8 5 2
SOUTH
4A J
•A K 107 3
•A 8 6 5
•K4
Vulnerable Both
Dealer South
The bidding
South West
North
East
2V
•
Pass
I.
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Spade king
LEAD WITH THE ACES
V

4-12

South holds •Q fi 2
V Q J 10 5
•Q 106
.973
East
South
West
North
1•
Pass
1 V
Pass
24
Pass
2 NT
Pass
34
Pass
4*
Pass
5•
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Spade queen. The spade
king may be in dummy, so try to
keep the lead
Send bridge questions to The Ares PO Box
12363. Dallas Texas 75225. with self addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Covright. tin I'netwil Foaturti Swidwate

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
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LARGE
16" PIZZA
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Extra Cheese
Murray
Surgery
Center
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medical
arts

•

plus 2 toppings of your choice

$599

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS
Extra Cheese
plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza

'899

42:2
General Parking

Dine In Or Pick Up Only
Fitpires S 1481

Dine In Or Pick Up Only
Expires 14 88
on or so ra
Central Shopping Center (across from MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600
*

Telephone 502-753-8724

opt for study at more than 100
universties around the world.
The CIP also brings foreign
scholars to teach and work on
Murray State's campus; in the
spring, 1988, semester, 15 visitors
are scheduled from Belgium.
Costa Rica, Switzerland and seven
other nations.
Harrington's work slate remains filled; his future projects
include hosting a regional gathering of university faculty resource
officials next year in Murray

r—
Patient Parking

DR.GOTT

and Yogoslana.
Under Harrington's guidance,
Murray State bacame a founding
member of the Cooperative Center
for Study in Britain, a 10-school
consortium that sponsors summer
and junior-year abroad programs
to universities in the United
Kingdom.
In addition, the university, is a
member of the International Student Exchange Program I ISEP
coordinated by Georgetown
University. allowing students to

•
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Radio station reports that Lt. Col. William R. Higgin
s dead
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — U.S
Marine Lt. Col. William R. Higgins has been killed by his proIranian Shiite Moslem captors in
south Lebanon, a Christiancontrolled radio station reported
today.
The Beirut-based Voice of
Lebanon of President Amin
Gemayel's rightist Phalange Party, said Higgins was "killed and
buried by his captors" in the
southern Lebanese village of
Siddiqine.
The Voice of Lebanon has a
record of frequent inaccuracies on

hostage affairs in Lebanon. Its
Higgins report could not be independently verified.
The radio said the killing took
place hours before pro-Syrian
militiamen of Justice Minister
Nabih Bern's Amal movement
captured Siddiqine from Iranianbacked Hezbollah supporters, al),
parently to keep Amal for claiming credit for his liberation.
Amal and Hezbollah spokesmen
in Beirut withheld comment. The
two groups have been at loggerheads since Higgins, 43, of Lancaster, Ky., was abducted near the

southern port of Tyre on Feb. 17.
Siddiqine, 10 miles southeast of
Tyre, was a Hezbollah stronghold
before Amal crushed its fundamentalist rivals in a four-day
crackdown early this month.
"It's the first time I heard about
it," said Timur Goksel,
spokesman for the U.N. Interim
Force in south Lebanon with
wtiich Higgins was serving when
he was kidnapped."But we'll
check it out." He spoke today by
telephone from UNIFIL's headquarters in Naqoura on the
Lebanese-Israeli border.

Amal backs the presence of the
U.N. peace-keeping force in
predominantly Shiite south
Lebanon, which is opposed by Hezbollah, or Party of God.
Amal has charged that Hezbollah masterminded Higgins' abduction to undermine its control of
predominantly Shiite south
Lebanon.
Hezbollah, an umbrella for proIranian extremist factions which
hold most of the 22 foreign
hostages in Lebanon, came out
strongly in support of Higgins'
kidnapping.

The abduction was claimed by a
group calling itself the Organization of the Oppressed on Earth,
which charged that Higgins used
his position as a peace keeper to
spy for the CIA. Both the U.S. and
U.N. have denied the charge.
Amal spokesmen had said their
fighters found no trace of Higgins
in any of the Hezbollah
strongholds they have captured including Siddiqine and Jibsheet,
which is 30 miles east of Tyre.
There had been several Amal
reports before the crackdown that

Higgins was being held either at
Jibsheet or Siddiqine.
There are 22 foreigners missing
and presumed kidnapped in
Lebanon. They are nine
Americans, four Frenchmen,
three Britons, one Irishman, one
Italian, one West German. one Indian. and two unidentified men.
The longest held is Terry A.
Anderson, 40, chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated
Press, who was kidnapped March
16, 1985.

Pilot of commuter plane that caught fire tells of experience

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The
pilot of a commuter plane that
crashed in flames shortly after
takeoff at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport said he knew he
had only one chance to save
himself and the 39 others aboard
—There wasn't much time
available," said Carl Carlson, who
headed in for an emergency landing even though he knew he was
too high and going too fast.
The burning Horizon Air plane
stopped after it collided with a
concourse passenger ramp Friday
and the crisis ended in a shower or

meeting, Carlson said he first
firefighting foam.
( knew the plane was in trouble turn, Carlson said, Hilstad
All 40 people aboard Flight 2658
lowered the landing gear and then
when he experienced an "overall shouted that the right engine wa,s
from Seattle to Spokane, Wash.,
sense" of decreasing respon- on fire.
survived. Only three of the 19 insiveness in the plane's controls.
jured remained hospitalized early
Hilstad said he triggered two
today, one in serious condition.
fire extinguisher bottles but they
Instruments then indicated the
Carlson, 38, and co-pilot Mark
had no effect.
Hilstad, both of the Portland area, right engine was losing from 40
As they were starting down, the
were interviewed here Sunday by
percent to 60 percent of its torque, pilots said, they realized they were
National Transportation Safety the pilots said.
too high and were going too fast
Board investigabirs.
Carlson said he immediately
but they had no choice except to
radioed for permission-to return to
land.
Neither man, nor the NTSB inthe airport and began a series of
"I felt like it was wallowing,
vestigators. would comment to
three turns to bring the twin- teetering, going
to stall," Hilstad
reporters after the closed
engine de Havilland Dash 8 back said.
meeting. But in remarks
in line with the run ay.
Carlson said he thought he was
overheard by reporters outside the
As he wakhe
g into the final still in a comfortable range
to

Elizabethtown remembers Hank Williams
By PEGG! B. RILEY
The News-Enterprise
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. —
Hank Williams fans will always
remember Jan. 1. 1053, as the day
the country music legend died in
the backseat of a car en route to a
concert in Canton, Ohio.
Although Williams' death occurred several months before he was
born, 34-year-old Donnie Hornbeck of Sonora is one fan who will
never forget the man and his
music. Hornbeck is a Hank
Williams impersonator.
"It was by accident that I began
to sound like him," Hornbeck
said. "I don't try to sound like
Hank on purpose. but his sound
comes out naturally when I do his
songs"
Hornbeck. who has been impersonating Williams for the past 12
years, says fans appreciate his
act. The response, wherever he
performs, has been great.
"Hank's fans have come up to
me and told me how much I sound
and look like him," Hornbeck
said. "When I sing I think I am
Hank Williams. And for me it's a
• good feeling."
Hornback, who has played the
guitar since he was 12. said in
order to do research for his perfor-

mance he collected every song
Williams recorded and talked to
people who once knew the famed
country music star.
— A lady I worked with at
General Electric in Louisville
spent the night at Hank's house
and she told me a lot about him. I
also got a chance to watch a
30-second tape which is the only
tape of Hank'perfoming, and that
gave me some insight as to how he
moved on stage."
Hornbeck compares his life with

BATON ROUGE, La, 1AP I — A
woman handed Jimmy Swaggart
a $20,000 check during church services, prompting the disgraced
evangelist to joke "I didn't bilk
her"
The woman, introduced by
Pastor Jim Rentz only as Anna.
was singing in the choir Sunday
when she walked to the pulpit and
said Swaggart helped her find
Jesus. The woman then gave him
the check, which he quickly hand.

ed to another minister on the stage
of the Family Worship Center.
"For the benefit of all the news
media, I didn't bilk her out of it,"
Swaggart said.
Swaggart told the woman to give
him a kiss, and pointed to his
cheek.
"My wife won't care." he said.
The woman kissed Swaggart,
hugged his wife, Frances, and
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I don't know why," Hornback said.
"I feel I am destined to live a turbulant life, like that of Hank."
When asked about his own
musical career, Hornback said
he's not as interested in having a
successful career as he is in keeping Williams' music going.
"The only thing I want to do is
keep his music alive. I think he is
the greatest country musician of
all time and people should be
given a chance to hear some of his
greatest songs."
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returned to the choir.
Aside from a few times when he
took the microphone to sing.
Swaggart made no other comments at the service.
He has not preached since his
Feb. 21 tearful confession of sinning against his wife.
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the airplane, and everything was
normal through the takeoff.
Joseph T. Nall, an NTSB investigator, said Sunday night at a
Seattle news conference that a
passenger spotted fuel on the
plane's wing before the blaze
erupted.
Nall said the two cockpit
recorders would be "read out" only after they arrive at a laboratory
in Washington, D.C.

99'for Lunch

Jimmy Swaggart given $20,000 check from supporter

Shooters in
Los Angeles
kill youth,
wound family
LOS ANGELES AP — Drive
byshooters killed a young girl and
wounded four family members in
a gang-infested neighborhood as
violence continued despite a police
crackdown.
A gunman got out of a car and
fired up to 30 bullets into a home in
the unincorporated east Compton
area Sunday night, killing the
6-year-old girl as she watched
television with her family in the
living room, authorities said.
"Her mother and her father
were badly wounded, and so were
her 13-year-old brother and her
4-year-old brother," sheriff's
Deputy Hal Grant said.
Authorities had not determined
whether gangs were involved in
the attack, but it took place in a
grafitti- and bullet-pocked area
that is home to street thugs, Deputy Roger Horn said.
In another weekend attack,
James Conrad Voldseth, 28, of Los
Angeles, was stabbed to death by
two gang members during a drug
deal in the San Fernando Valley
community of Pacoima, police
said.
The attacks came at the end of a
generally quiet weekend of gang
activity. Feared violence
associated with the release of tht
movie "Colors," about Los
Angeles street gangs, also failed to
materialize.
On Saturday night, a
200-member police task force in
Los Angeles fanned out and ar,,- rested 147 people,73 of whom were
suspected gang members,
authorities said.

Williams' troubled and turbulant
29 years. Hornbeck said alcohol
abuse and marital problems contributed to the singer's early
death.
Although he says he does not
abuse alcohol or drugs, Hornback
said two failed marriages and a
recent break-up with a girlfriend
of three years have hurt him deeply. Through the music of Williams.
he can understand what the singer
faced in his time of turmoil.
"My life is tied in his music and

maneuver the plane to a stop. He
and Hilstad applied full force to
the brakes and rudder and locked
the emergency brake, but could
not avoid ramming a runway identification sign and hitting the
passenger ramp.
"I remember the Horizon ramp
going by at blinding speed," he
said. "The Dext thing I knew we
were being showered by foam."
Both men said their preflight
checks showed nothing wrong with
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Contra rebel leaders reject government proposal for truce
MANAGUA, Nicaragua API(
Contra rebel leaders said they rejected a government proposal for
a permanent truce because the
document failed to spell out the
democratic reforms the Sandinistas would adopt.

returned to the bargaining table
and met Sunday night and into today behind closed doors at the
Camino Real Hotel on the outskirts of Managua.
Before talks resumed Sunday,
the Contras said the Sandinistas
must take steps - or at least
guarantee them during a truce to return Nicaragua to
democratic, elected rule. "We reject the Sandinista proposal
because it speaks only of ceasefire and no other issues, such as
the true democratization of

Government negotiators offered
the plan Sunday during the third
day of cease-fire talks, the first
held in Managua since fighting
broke out in 1981.
Although the rebels rejected the
government offer, both sides

Nicaragua," said Adolfo Calero,
head of tilt rebel delegation.
"For us, the permanent truce
should come about simultaneously
with the process of democratizing
Nicaragua, and that is why the
Sandinista proposal is a regression," Calero said.
"It is dangerous," said another
Contra leader, Alfredo Cesar. "It
does not mention how the ceasefire will be implemented."
The defense chief, Gen.
Humberto Ortega, described the
proposal in a news conference as

"reasonable, mature and
flexible."
As soon as a permanent truce is
signed, he said, eight leaders of
the Contra umbrella organization
known as the Nicaraguan
Resistance can join representatives of the 14 legally recognized
opposition political parties in a
"national reconciliation" dialogue
with the Sandinistas.
The defense chief, President
Daniel Ortega's brother, claimed
the Sandinistas had already
defeated the U.S.-supported Con-

tras, but were not demanding unconditional surrender. "Only in
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer movies is
war ended by smashing the enemy
with a club." he said.
Modern wars, he said, are ended
"by negotiating political and other
matters to arrive at an accord.
That is the way it was in
Vietnam."
After receiving the government
plan, the Contras discussed it for
four hours before calling a news
conference to announce they had

rejected it
The two si
reed on March
23 to a prelim
ace plan that
called for a 60ase-fire to
give the negotiators ti e to work
out a permanent truce. The cease-,
fire, which went into effect on
April 1, calls for the rebels to
gather in seven zones. But the two
sides have not yet been able to
work out such details as how the
rebels will be resupplied, whether
they can keep their weapons and
how the truce will be verified

Democratic contenders thunder into home stretch in New York
By The Associated Press
The Democratic contenders
thundered into the home stretch of
the New York primary campaign
today, spurring on their supporters in a contest that could
carry considerable weight in
deciding which of them will win
their party's presidential
nomination.
"Too Close To Call," blared a
New York Daily News headline. A
poll published by the newspaper
on Sunday, along with other
surveys, indicated Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis was ahead
of Jesse Jackson, with Sen. Albert
Gore Jr. trailing.
But the polls suggest Dukakis'
lead has narrowed. and New York

Gov. Mario Cuomo said he
"wouldn't be surprised" by a
Jackson victory. Observers said
turnout could be the crucial factor.
"The race is getting closer and
turnout is the key," said New York
pollster Lee Miringoff. He said a
low turnout would favor Jackson,
whose supporters are seen as
generally being more fervent than
those of the other candidates, and
thus more likely to follow through
and vote.
Cuomo said Sunday a high turnout "should make us all happy ...
but I'm not sure there's going to be
one."
Dukakis was staging a get-outthe-vote rally in lower Manhattan
today with cousin Olympia

Dukakis, who won an Academy
Award last week for her role in the
movie "Moonstruck."
Gore was making a series of
subway stops with a big-name
backer, New York Mayor Edward
Koch, who has made a splash with
harsh attacks on Jackson. Koch
took Abe..Offensive again Sunday.
suggellIng on ABC's "This Week
With David Brinkley" that
Jackson, when under stress, was
"not capable of telling the truth."
Polls by The Washington PostABC News and USA Today-Cable
News Network indicated the race
was becoming tighter.
The Post-ABC poll, based on interviews Friday and Saturday
nights and pubished today, showed

to his credit, in Arizona's weekend
caucuses. He bested Jackson by a
3-2 margin in the Saturday contest, picking up 22 delegates to
Jackson's 14. Gore got none.
The Massachusetts governor
has pulled well ahead of Jackson
in the national delegate race, with
872.15 to Jackson's 738.1. Gore has
417.55. To nominate, 2,082
delegates are needed.
Dukakis picked up more than
100 delegates when Puerto Rico's
governor lent his support, bringing 52 previously uncommitted
delegates into the Dukakis column. He also won the recent backing of 53 super delegates, who will
go to the convention by virtue of
their position as party leaders or

Big Savings Are Sweeping Across the USA...
Visit Your Neighborhood Radio Shack Today!

nacho Thaek
A OtvISION O

Dukakis with 46 percent support,
Jackson with 40 percent and Gore
with 11 percent. The survey, with a
margin of error of 8 percentage
points, was based on telephone interviews with 183 registered
Democrats who said they planned
to vote in the primary.
The USA Today-CNN survey
taken Friday, Saturday and Sunday found Dukakis with 46 percent
support, Jackson 34 percent and
Gore still far behind at 9 percent.
The survey questioned 846
registered Democrats who said
they were certain to votepTuesday
and had a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points.
Dukakis heads into the New
York contest with a fresh victory
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elective officeholders.
But the New York primary, with
its 255 Democratic delegates up
for grabs, is certain to shake
things up. And afterward, the
Democrats head directly into two
other big-state races - the Pennsylvania primary, one week after
New York's, with 178 delegates at
stake, and Ohio's primary, one
week later, with a prize of 159
delegates.
On the Republican side, Vice
President George Bush has a virtual lock on his party's nomination, but he was campaigning
anyway in Ohio today, with a trip
to Pennsylvania scheduled
Tuesday

Men,,woman
and girl being
sought by ISP
for offenses
CLARKSVILLE, Ind. AP Two men, a woman and a 17-yearold girl are being sought by Indiana State Police in connection
with a shooting and possible abduction in southern Indiana, officials said.
Authorities in Kentucky. Illinois
and Ohio have been asked by state
police at the Sellersburg post to
watch for Boyd F. Sizemore. 25.
and Charles C. Moore. 29, both of
Louisville. Ky , Sarah M Coleman. 18, of Jeffersonville. and
the juvenile.
Police said Sunday that the four
are wanted for questioning in thu
shooting Saturday night of Miss
Coleman's father, David R. Coleman. 40. of Jeffersonville.
Passers-by found Coleman
about 10:15 p.m Saturday by a
rural road six miles north of New
Albany. police said
Coleman told police he was
overpowered by the men at a
Clarksville motel where he had
gone to pick up his daughtef,•
Sarah, about 830 p.m
Coleman said the men bound his
ankles and wrists, shot him, took
money from his wallet, dropped
him by the roadside, then drove
away with his daughter. whose
whereabouts remained unknown
Sunday
"It was not a fatal wound, and
when it became apparent to the
assailants, he was tied up even
more," said .Sgt. Hugh Couch of
the state police post at
Sellersburg.
"The investigation is still continuing and of course we are working at it very hard." added Couch,
who said a nationwide police alert
had been issued for the van
The van also may contain
another woman who is believed to
have gotten into the vehicle of her
own accord, Couch said.
Indiana State Police spokesman
Marvin Jenkins said, "Coleman
said two or three times that he
didn't think his daughter had
anything to do with it. We're looking at it from the assumption that
she was being held."
Coleman was listed in satisfac•
tory condition Sunciay in Clark
County Memorial Hospital. He
said through a hospital spokesman
that he did not want to comment.
However, Barbara Varvel, who
manages the motel where Coleman lives, said that she visited
him Sunday morning and that he
said he felt lucky to be alive.
Jenkins said no charges have
been filed against any of the four.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Cory Graham spares no one in his
newspaper column, not even himself when he's caught accidentally
wearing two pairs of underwear.
His mother made the discovery as the 8-year-old dressed for school.
She suggested it would make an interesting item for "Cory's Comments," which appears in The Clay City Times.
"I didn't want to mention it but Mom insisted that if I was gonna tell
about other people's embarrassments, I should include mine. It sure felt
funny."
He has been on the paper's payroll — $1 a week — since May 1986 and
built up a readership of young and old.
"Old folks love the column because they are seeing the world again
through the eyes of a child. And the kids love it because he mentions
their name," said Jerlene Rose, editor of the rural Powell County weekwith a circulation of 3,350.
Most of Cory's material is collected at Stanton Elementary School,
where movies are shown to students as a reward for good work. One film
happened to be "Crocodile Dundee."
"We were really enjoying it," Cory wrote, "and all of a sudden it
started using bad words. When Mrs. Allen heard this she jumped out of
her seat, ran across the room and ejected it quickly. So much for that
movie. It was really good while it lasted."
After a,classmate spotted what she thought was a dinosaur egg, Cory
reported tlint "she spent all of recess sitting on it trying to get it to hatch.
It didn't hatch because it was really just a large rock."
On another occasion, Cory talked about his Boy Scout meeting. "We
all told what chores we did around the house. I said nothing because I
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By George Hackett
acually do nothing. It inspired me to think more about working more,
but I haven't started yet."
Despite his claimed lack of initiative, Cory gets a $10 weekly
allowance from his mother, Karen, who also acts as his secretary.
"We sit at the kitchen table and I dictate my column. She takes it down
in longhand. I've been suggesting very gently that we should buy a computer, but Mom keeps putting me off. She can put anything off for a
week, or forever."
His father, Robert, lives at East Bank, W.Va., about 342 hours away.
But after a recent trip. Cory recalled in his column that it "seemed like
nine hours."
Although he is a good student, Cory still expresses a dislike for school.
There is, however, something that catches his eye in class.
"I've got a young lady in my life who shall remain nameless. She's
been with me since kindergarten," the second-grader said between
giggles.
Originally, Cory had planned to start a mimeographed newspaper at
school and sell it for 5 cents a copy. He asked his principal how he could
copyright his stories, and the principal referred that question to Ms.
Rose.
"I interviewed Cory, was impressed with his extraordinary
vocabulary and offered him a chance to join the staff."
He has always met his deadline. "Mom Would be on my back if I
didn't. She'd probably take away My video games."
He never looks over another columnist's work."They read me. I don't
read them. I read the comics"
And he enjoys writing. "I'm sticking with it until I'm pretty old. About
11 or 12, I'd say."

FSLIC audit to report on corporation deficits
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal audit being prepared on
the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp. will show that its
deficit more than doubled in 1987
to as much as $13 billion, according to a report published today.
The Washington Post said
government estimates indicate
that FSLIC's deficit could reach
$30 billion to $65 billion in the next
few years. It attributed its report
to government sources.
The deficit at the end of 1987 for
FSLIC, which insures deposits up
to $100,000 and manages failed
S&Ls, more than doubled the $6.3
billion deficit at the end of 1986, the
newspaper said.
The deterioration in FSLIC's
financial condition last year occurred despite government efforts
to stabilize the S&L industry.
Last August, President Reagan

signed legislation recapitalizing
FSLIC, which was technically insolvent and unable to deal with
failed S&Ls. The legislation provides $10.8 billion over three years
from the sale of bonds, to be paid
off by a special assessment on profitable institutions.
M. Danny Wall, chairman of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board
which regulates 3,126 savings institutions, said last month that it's,
too soon to consider bailing out
FSLIC. Wall said the fund had
about $20 billion to work with over
the next three years.
In 1987, S&Ls suffered net
withdrawals in seven of the first
nine months, and one-third of the
industry lost money, pushing
overall 1987 losses to a postDepression record of $6.8 billion.
But the bank board reported
earlier this month that net
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Stock Market

Welcome to

Walter's Pharmacy

deposits at federally insured savings institutions had grown for the
fifth consecutive month in
February, continuing a trend
begun after the October stock
market crash

The Post reported that congressional sources said the final
figures for the FSLIC audit still
were being worked out between
the auditors and the bank board.

Approximately 200
people treated after
Illinois chemical spill
SAUGET. Ill. (AP — An overfilled railroad tank car dumped
hundreds of gallons of a ,toxic
chemical, forming a gaseous
cloud that sent some 200 people to
the hospital with eye irritations
and breathing difficulties, officials
say.
The spill at a Monsanto Co. plant
about 12:15 p.m. Sunday forced
the evacuation of hundreds of East
St. Louis families as the chemical
cloud drifted over the southern
part of that city, just noeth of the
plant, authorities said.
Monsanto officials said the spill
occurred when a railroad tank car
being loaded with phosphorous
trichloride was overfilled, spilling
250 to 300 gallons of the chemical.
The chemical turns to
hydrochloric acid when it hits the
air.

People suffering from eye or
respiratory problems were
treated at St. Mary's Hospital but
none was admitted, said Rose
Lusk, a nursing supervisor.
Among those treated were seven
firefighters.
Emergency crews sprayed the
chemical cloud with water for
about an hour before it dissipated.
Residents were allowed to return
to their homes about 3 p.m.
Phosphorous trichloride is used
to produce agricultural and watertreatment chemicals, Monsanto
spokesman Glynn Young said. Exposure to the chemical does not
cause long-term health problems.
Young said.
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Cardinals in danger of seeing Mets 'run away' with division
New York takes three from St. Louis
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
.
NEW YORK — If the New York Mets continue to
scratch and scrape together enough runs. they might
turn the National League East into their own
playpen.
Kevin Elster, a struggling rookie, singled home the
winning run with two outs in the ninth inning after a
key error Sunday as the Mets beat the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2 for their sixth straight victory.
"Us and the Cardinals are not hit ing. But we're

`Nice smile°
from ill youth
leads to win
for Norman

managing to win and they're not," Mets manager
Davey Johnson said.
New York, batting .230 as a team, swept a three.
game series from St. Louis at Shea Stadium for the
first time since July 1984. The Mets are 8-3, tied with
Pittsburgh for first place in the division. The Cardinals are 3-S.
-We bounced back in 1985 and 1987," St. Louis'
Tem Pendleton said. "We've got to start doing it
soon because those guys are trying to run away with
it. '

"They're not even playing up to potential,"
Pendleton said of the Cardinals' chief rivals in the
past three seasons. "They're better than they've
shown."
That might go for Elster, too.
He was given the starting shortstop job in spring
training, but began the season in a 4-for-34 slump.
His confidence hit bottom Saturday when he dropped
a popup that allowed two runs to score, although the
Mets rallied on eighth-inning homers by Gary Carter
and Howard Johnson to win that game.
Elster was not in the starting lineup Sunday,
although his manager insisted it was a planned day
off. Elster got into the game in the eighth inning as a

Racers shape up on road;
seek winning year at SIU

Serving notice

Freshmen secure 20-win seasons
Staff Report

The Murray State men's tehnis team may have struggled through the
early part of the season, but that may have just served to make things
more interesting as the Racers prepare for the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
The young Racers swept three matches on the road and in impressive
fashion over the weekend. bringing their season tally up to 15-15 after a
dismal start.
MSC blanked OVC rival Youngstown State 9-0, Louisville 6-0 and Cincinnati 6-0 all on the' road and all with a healthy I or at least healthier
Tony Wretlund leading the way at No, 1 singles.
After sitting out last Thursday's 8-1 loss to Ohio State, Wretlund scored
three wins, including two impressive victories over tough opponents.
The Swedish junior belted Louisville's Scott Hill 6-2, 6-4 and got past the
Bearcats' Cliff Reister 6-3, 2-6, 7-5. The win over Reister was sweet
revenge for Wretlund after losing to him in the finals of the Eastern Kentucky Invitational in February
The weekend sweep put the Racers back in contention for a winning
season after stringing together 11 straight successful years
"We're playing pretty good right now." coach Bennie Purcell said. "I
didn't expect to beat Louisville like that. They usually play us better in
Louisville.
•'They I the Racers would hate to end up with a losing record," he added, pointing to Thursday's regular-season finale at outhern Illinois as
major challenge "I feel like we'll have to play hard to win up there
because they have their best team in years "
This weekend's team accomplishments also led to individual
milestones. with two freshmen securing 20-win seasons
(Cont'd on page II)

HILTON HEAD ISLAND. S.C.
1AP I — Jamie Hutton did not tell
Greg Norman what club to use or
how he should play any hole on the
Harbour Town Golf Links.
The 17-year-old youth who has
leukemia was content to clap and
smile while following Norman the
last two rounds of the Heritage
Classic. That was enough for Norman. who took home his first victory on the American tour in two
years on Sunday.
"He's got the inspiration and
courage that very, very few individuals in . the world would
have," Norman said after rallying
from four strokes back on the final
day to win. "He gave me plenty of
pointers in different ways.
"Every time I played today and
looked over, he gave me a nice
smile." Norman said while the
teen-ager sat at his feet in the interview room. "Every time I
made a putt, I saw him clapping
and very excited. That pumped
me up pretty good."
Norman gave the Madison, Wis.
native the trophy he received for
the victory, saying he wanted him
to put it in his hospital room "to
remember this day."

'Perfection' follows defeat
in Lady Racer tennis finale
Staff Report

"I just want to thank Jamie. He
showed me inspiration and
courage," *id Norman, whose
last victory on the American tour
was the 1986 Kemper Open.
Norman had his admirer worried through most of the f. I
round.
"I almost had heart failure with
all those short pan putts, but he
made them," Hutton said after
Norman had one-putted for par on
the last two holes. "So I'm glad."

Local golf

Racer Classic
this Saturday
The Murray State Racer Club is
sponsoring its annual Racer
Classic golf tournament at
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf
Course on Saturday.
The four-person scramble will
feature first, fifth, 10th, 15th and
last place prizes. The $55 entry fee
includes a cart, green fees and a
golf shirt.
Check-in is at 8 a.m. at the
course and anyone without a foursome will be assigned to one.
All proceeds go to the MSU
athletic program.
For more information, call
762-6800

Niurray State's Nan DeFabio slams a setve to her Tennessee State opponent during the Lad) Racers' vietori Sunda afternoon at Murray.
•taii photo h% Ihern..1 T hirker

Murray State University Lady Racer head coach Sherry! Rouse can no
longer ask for perfection from her players after Sunday's season-ending
"perfect game" 9-0 win over OVC foe Tennessee State in Murray
The win, accomplished without their foes scoring a point during the
match, capped off a final weekend of highs and lows for the defending
Ohio Valley Conference champions, who dropped a 1-8 decision in
Aurora on Friday to OVC rival Austin Peay
The action capped the final weekend of the season. with Murray State
preparing to host the OVC merr's and women's championships this
weekend.
While Rouse may not be able to expect such perfection from the Lady
Racers.in every outing. Sunday's peformance was a good way to close
the season and head into the tournament. Rouse said.
-Right now the girls are in really good shape.' • Rouse said after Murray closed the season with a 17-7 record. 3-1 in OVC competition
"If they can keep their confidence level up, they'll be okay." Rouse
said, adding that, in addition to .the home court advantage, the Lady
Racers will have another edge when the OVC tournament begins
"The girls are really strong in tournaments," Rouse said, pointing out
that the MSU women captured two of the three tournaments they corn•
peted in this season. "They really get up for tournaments."
The weekend's action proved that the Lady Racers must stay at a high
level of performance, she added. "Obviously Austin Peay is going to be
strong, as well as Eastern Kentucky and Morehead." Rouse said
In Sunday's action, Lady Racer top seeds Sally Henle and Bobbi
Koehn won by default in singles play, while Celine Neffkes,elice
(Cont'd on page II)

Braves,finally do it; Orioles still in search of first win
The to,sociated Press

After being rocked by losing 10
straight games, the Atlanta
Braves are ready to roll.
Zane Smith pitched a four-hitter
and Damaso Garcia broke a
1-for-37 slump with his first NL
horn e run
Atlanta ended rt

Video Mart
Special!
Mon. - Thurs.
General Movies

record losing streak with a 3-1 vicPirates 12, C'ubs 7
.Astros 5. Reds 3
tory over Los Angeles at Dodger
Andy Van Slyke hit two homers.
Nolan Ryan allowed seven hits
Stadium on Sunday.
R.J. Reynolds had four hits and
in eight innings and broke a tie
The Braves lost-%7-4_ to Los ,with a two-run single as Houston
Bobby Bonilla drove in three runs
Angeles on Saturday to set an NL beat Cincinnati at the Astrodome. as Pittsburgh outlasted Chicago
record with 10 straight losses at
Nets 3. Cardinals 2
on a windy day at Wrigley Field
the start of a season. The major
Rookie Kevin Elster broke a,
Giants 9, Padres 4
league record is 13 by Washington 4-for-34 slump with a two-out
San Francisco failed to execute
in 1904 and Detroit in 1920. The single in the bottom of the ninth to a hit-and-run play but took the
Baltimore Orioles are one away score Mookie Wilson from third
lead when San Diego rookie catfrom that mark.
base as New York beat St. Louis cher Mark Parent made a throw"If anything, it's a big relief." for its sixth straight victory
ing error allowing Candy
Smith said. "The pressure is off us
Maldonado to score the go-ahead
Expos 5, Phillies 2
now, and we can go about our
Andres Galarraga snapped a run in the eighth.
business and play ball like we're
fifth-inning tie with a two-run
AMERIC4_V LEA G11,'
capable of."
homer as Montreal sent visiting
Indians 4, Orioles 1
At the moment, the Braves are
Philadelphia to its seveth straight
Losing 12 in a row is one thing.
playing .091 ball.
loss.
Orioles Manager Frank Robinson

$1.00.
Excluding New Arrivals
New Releases $2.00
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
(502) 753-1399

says Winning none is something
else.
Baltimore moved within one
loss of the major league record for
season-opening failures Sunday,
bowing 4-1 to the Cleveland
Indians r
The Indians, meanwhile, have
won five in a row and are off to
their best start since 1966.
"A loss is a loss," said Robinson, who took over as manager for
the fired Cal Ripken last week.
"But what makes it doubly tough
is that we haven't won a game. It's
not just a 12- or 13-game streak.
It's that we're 0-and-whatever"
(Cont'd on page II)

Baseball

Speedy Calloway County runs past Meridian 10-0, 11-4
Staff Report

a

pinch runner when the Mets made it 2-2 on RBI
singles by Darryl Strawberry and Kevin
McReynolds.
"I wasn't worried about the slump. I've been hitting the ball hard, but I've hit it at people," Elster
said.
Mookie Wilson opened the Mets' ninth by hitting
the ball hard at pitcher Steve Peters, who was facing
his first batter. The ball glanced off Peters' shin and
Pendleton, the third baseball, tried to prevent Peters
from making a late throw on the infield hit.
Instead, Peters bounced his throw into the firstbase seats for an error that sent Wilson to second.
(Cont'd on page 11)

After a week-long layoff.
Calloway County's baseball team
was in need of some competition.
The Lakers didn't get much competition, but they did manage a
pair of wins at Meridian High
School in IllinOis on Saturday.
Calloway took the opener 10-0
behind a no-hit performance from
pitcher Scott Adams. The Lakers
cruised to an 11-4 win in the second
game.
Adams allowed just two walks
and struck out 11 batters in the
opener as the Lakers claimed both
five-inning contests without giving
up an earned run.

The win was Adams' first outing
of the season and coach Randy
McCallon was pleased with his
sophomore's performance.
"Maybe it will build some confidence, because I need trim this
year, next year and the year after
that," McCallon said.
David Potts and Johnny Ahart
each went 2-for-3 in the opening
win. Potts gathered a pair of RBI
and Ahart knocked in another run.
Greg Lassiter knotked in three
runs with a 1-for-4 performance.
Joey Waller picked up the win in
the second game after four
scoreless innings of work. Waller
allowed two hits and a walk while

striking out six batters.
Kevin Turner closed the contest
with little defensive support.
Three Calloway errors and two
Meridian hits led to four unearned
runs.
Lassiter and Joey Bazzell led
the Calloway offensive attack that
pounded out 11 hits, each going
2-for-2 with Lassiter picking up an
RBI. Adams was 1-for-3 with two
RBI
Adams and Lassiter scored four
runs apiece in the twinbill.
The Lakers continued to roam
free on the base paths, swiping
eight bags in the first game and

nine in the finale. Calloway has
stolen 31 bases in its first six
games.
"I look at it like 'you have to
make things happen' and the best
way to make things happen in high
school baseball is by running,"
McCallon said. "We're going to
get caught some, but we want to
make the other team make the
good plays. Every time we get a
chance to run, we will."
.
The Lakers, 4-2, should get plenty of chances to run this week with
games scheduled for six days
before a break. The Lakers visit
Mayfield today and host Murray
Tuesday.

•••
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UK's Casey may sue for damages in controversy
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP — An attorney for University of Kentucky
assistant basketball coach Dwane Casey says he may sue the school and
Emery Worldwide air freight if the controversy over an alleged
recruiting violation adversely affects his client.
The Los Angeles Daily News reported last week that Casey sent a
package to the father of Kentucky recruit Chris Mills on March 30 that
popped open during handling. Several Emery employees in the company's Los Angeles office said they saw $1,000 in $50 bills insicle the
package, along with a videotape.
Mills, his father, Claud Mills, and Casey have all said there was no
money involved in the shipment of the tape.
"Dwane won't become a scapegoat or a sacrificial lamb just because
UK got embarrassed by its last investigation," Joe B. Campbell said
Sunday in a telephone interview with the Louisville Courier-Journal
from his Bowling Green home. "I've made that very clear to UK. I have
absolutely no reservations about suing them if we don't think Dwane
receives justice."
The NCAA reprimanded Kentucky on March 3 for its handling of the
investigation of previous allegations that a number of basketball players
had received money and other gifts while attending the schooL That probe resulted in no NCAA sanctions.
Campbell said he thought that reprimand would put more pressure on
the current university investigators to take very strong action this time,
perhaps at Casey's expense.
University President David Roselle has Jiired James Park Jr., a
former Kentucky Court of Appeals judge, to find out whether the airfreight package contained the cash. Park said he was given open-ended
authority to investigate university athletics and recruitment policies,
according to a report in Sunday's Daily News.
He was also ordered to investigate whether the school is otherwise
complying with NCAA rules, Park said.
Roselle has said the university's intent "is to find out everything that
has happened."
Park said he was hired by the University of Kentucky Athletic
Association, rather than the university itself, and will report his findings

to association officials.
Roselle is chairman of the association, which oversees athletic programs but is separate from the university administration.
Campbell said he Alas going to mail a letter today to Emery Worldwide
attorney Mike Bartley at the company's headquarters in Wilton, Conn
In the letter, Campbell asks the company to:
•Identify by name and address all Emery employees who had access to
the package Casey.sent.
• Provide personnel files on all those employees.
• Ask those employees to take a lie-detector test. Campbell said that
Casey and Claud Mills were both willing to take the test to prove they
had no knowledge of the money.
• Identify all employees who handled the three letters of intent that
Casey sent Mills in November through Emery Worldwide.
Campbell said that Casey had to send three letters of intent to Mills —
rather than the usual one — because two of the letters weren't delivered
to the Millses' home. One was left at a neighbor's door and another one
was returned to the Kentucky basketball office without explanation,
Campbell said.
"I want to see if there is some kind of connection," Campbell said.
Depending on cooperation from the company, Campbell said he and
Casey may sue it for "everything from negligence to defamation of
character to invasion of privacy."
Bartley could not be reached Sunday at either his kiorne or his office.
Meanwhile, in an interview with the Lexington Herald-Leader after
watching his son play Sunday in the McDonald's All-American game in
Albuquerque, N.M., Claud Mills said he told an NCAA investigator
earlier this month that he would take a lie detector test to prove his
innocence.
Mills said he had received four other packages from Kentucky without
incident, and none contained money. "I've never asked Casey for a
nickel." he said.
Kentucky beat out UCLA, Nevada-Las Vegas and Indiana in the
recruiting battle for Chris Mills, who signed in November.
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Saturday's Games
New York 95 Atlanta 93
Detroit 114, New Jersey 96
Indiana 126. Philadelphia 92
Utah 107 San Antonio 62
Phoenix 111. Seattle 119, OT
Golden State 113 Los Angeles Clippers 110
Sunday's Games
Houston 127. Los Angeles Lakers 119
Chicago 105, Milwaukee 97
Washington 941. Boston 92
Denver 133, Dallas 122
Portland 112. Sacramento 102
Monday's Game
Indiana at Cleveland
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at Boston,
Atlanta at New Jersey
Chicago at New York
Milwaukee at Philadelphia
Dallas at Houston
Los Angeles Laker, at San Antonio
Seattle at Denver
Golden State at Phoenix
Los Angeles Clippers at Sacramento
Utah at Portland

Baseball

Braves finally do it. Orioles.

••

(ont'd from page 10)
Indians 4, Orioles I
With one more loss, the Orioles
would tie the major league record
of 13 to start a season by the 1904
Washington Senators and 1920
Tigers. The start already is the
worst in Orioles history, and the
losing streak is 9nly two short of
the franchise 'ecord of 14.
Red Sox 15, Rangers 2
Mike Greenwell had the most
productive day of his career, dnv-

ing in six runs with a homer, two
singles and a groundout as the Red
Sox broke out of a slump.
Bruce Hurst pitched a fourhitter, striking out eight in his first
complete game of the season.
Brewers6, Yankees 3
Joey Meyer c4me into the game
without a major league hit and left
it with a homer, double and single
in Milwaukee's victory over the
Yankees. Robin Yount and Rob
Deer also homered for the

Brewers, and Ted Higuera allowed three runs on seven hits over 8
1-3 innings.
Tigers 8, Royals 6
Chet Lemon had two hits, extending his hitting streak to all 10 of
the Tigers' games, drove in two
runs and scored twice in Detroit's
victory over Kansas City.
Jeff Robinson allowed three
runs On four hits — three of them
solo homers — in 6 2-3 innings.
Jamie Quirk had one homer and

Cardinals in danger...
(Cont'd from page 10i
•'At the last second I thought
about tackling him, but it was a little too late," Pendleton said. "I
was screaming. 'Hold it. hold it,
don't throw the ball ' I could have
sworn he heard me. They heard
me in the dugout "
Pinch -hitter Barry Lyons
sacrificed Wilson to third and
pinch-hitter Tim Teufel met
reliever Scott Terry with a line
drive to Pendleton. who almost
tagged out Wilson.
That brought up Elster
Terry's third deliver). was a
fastball, the pitch Elster had
worked on before „the game with
batting coach Bill Robinson
Elster lined it to center field and
triumphantly raised his arms as
he ran out the game-winner.
The Cardinals, meanwhile, did
not need to see another game slip
away in the late innings_
St. Louis starter Jose DeLeon,
trying for his first shutout since
1984, took a four-hitter and 2-0 lead
into the eighth. Wally Backman
drew a leadoff walk and Keith
Hernandez hit,a hard smash past
first baseman Bob Horner for a
single.
Strawberry's RBI single finished DeLeon, who has a history of
faltering late in games.
McReynolds, 14-for-27 this season,
tied it with a single off Todd Wor-

rell. On Saturday, McRe'ynolds'
single off Worrell started a threerun rally
It was another round,of clutch
hitting by the Mets. a key indicator in their past two years. In
their World Series championship

season of 1986. the Mets led the
majors in batting average in the
seventh, eighth and ninth innings
-The Mets might not have to
worry about this if it keeps going
on," Herzog said.

Racers shape up...
(Cont'd from pagr 10)
Mathias Arrfelt ran his record to 21-11 at No. 2 singles and No. 4 Geir
Sjoeberg improved to 20-13. No. 3 Jonas Bergrahm still has an excellent
chance at 20 wins with an 18-13 record and Tomas Hutt is at 17-12.
After suffering through illness and a nagging leg injury, Wretlund,
15-17, could reach his 20th win for the third time in as many seasons at
MSU in the OVC Tournament.
Although the Racers are improving on the road, the ability to win
away from home will not be a factor after Thursday's match. Murray
hosts the OVC Tournament April 24-25.
Murray State is seeking its ninth consecutive conference title.

'Perfection'follows...

George Brett two.
Blue Jays 2, Twins 0
Mike Flanagan worked seven innings, giving up five hits and relying on Tom Henke to finish the
shutout for Toronto. Kelly Gruber
scored one of Toronto's runs and
drove in the other.
White Sox 7, Athletics 6
Lance Johnson doubled home
two runs in Chicago's decisive
four-run fourth inning, leading the
White Sox to a sweep of their
three-game series with Oakland.
The White Sox scored what turned
out to be the winning run in the
ninth on a single by Donnie Hill
and three walks by Eric Plunk.
Angels 7, Mariners 4
Chili Davis drove in three runs
with a pair of hits, backing the
strong seven innings of Kirk McCaskill as the Angels won in Seattle. McCaskill scattered seven hits
and Ray Krawczyk pitched the
final 11-3 innings for his first major league save.

4MER14'.65 LEAGI I.
Last Dixision
VI
L Pct.
Cleveland
11
2
646
New VOT*
9
3
750
6
I ietI•oit
4
6011
7
5
5413
Boston
Toronto
5
7
417
4
7
Milwaukee
364
000
Baltimore
12
0
Kest Di% ision
Pct.
.1
5
California
545
Chicago
5
545
Kansas City
6
5
545
500
Oakland
6
Texas
6
455
5
7
417
Seattle
Minnesota
4
6
400
Saturday's Games
Texas 2. Boston 0
Detroit 4, Kansas City 2
' Minnesota 3. Toronto 2
Milwaukee 9, New York 2
Chicago 5, Oakland 1
Cleveland 1 Baltimore 0 11 inning,
Seattle 7 California 6
Sunday's Giunes
Boston 15 Texas 2
Cleveland 4 Baltimore 1
Detroit S, Kansas City 6
Toronto 2. Minnesota 0
Milwaukee 6 New York
Chicago 7 Oakland 6
California 7 Seattle 4

1,
1
3L2
6
101
,

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
V.
L Pct. GB
New York
3
Pittsburgh
P,
3
727
Chicago
6
5
54'5
Montreal
5
6
455
3
3
h
273 5
Philadelphia
3
6
273
St Louis
5

Houston
1.4os Angeles
Cincinnati
San Francisco,
San Diego
Atlanta

Saturday's Gaines
Cincinnati S. Houston 2
New York 6. St Louis 4 '—
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 0
Los Angeles 7. Atlanta 4
•
Montreal 2. Philadelphia I. 10 innings
San Diego 2. San Francisco 1
Sunday's Games
Mortreal 5. Philadelphia 2
New York 3. St Louis 2
Pittsburgh 12. Chicago 7
Houston 5, Cincinnati 3
Atlanta 3, Los Angeles 1
San Francisco 9. San Diego 4

Larry Krouse Insurance
739-9888
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Special Cap Offer to
Prince Albert Smokers
Three part button with
rivet and cloth cover

Expertly blocked to assure
cap shape retention

((bard from page 10)
Johnson, Sherry Chong and Nan DeFabio all posted perfect 6-0, 6-0 wins
in their sets.
The Lady Racers completed the sweep in doubles, winning by default
in the No. 1 doubles set before chalking up the perfect game with 6-0, 6-0
wins by Koehn and Johnson in No. 2 doubles and Neffkes and DeFabio in
the No. 3 position.
Neffkes and DeFabio were the Lady-Racers' only winner in Friday's
humbling loss to the Lady Governors of Peay, winning the No. 3 doubles
set to avoid a shutout.
7"1

Fully taped seams

Adiustable
plastic tab
,
4
provides
true fit

Full-cut crown —
and back
Sweatband
designed
for absorption
and comfort

4/

Durable. machine
washable visor with
dyed-to-match
undervisor

Baseba 11

MSU drops five
games to Tech
The Murray State
Thoroughbreds lost any
reasonable hope of advancing to
post-season play with a dismal 1-5
record over the busiest weekend of
the season.
Tennessee Tech pounded the
'Breds in five of six contests to
secure second place behind Middle Tennessee in the Ohio Valley
Conference's Southern division.
WU went to 24-14 overall and 11-3
in the OVC. Murray is 10-18 and
7-11.
The top two teams in the Northern and Southern divisions advance to the OVC Tournament.
MSU's Van Golmont claimed a
7-3 win in the opener, but fell to 5-3
with a 9-1 loss in the final game of
the series
Tech won the middle four games
by scores of 3-2, 3-2, 9-6 and 9-4
Sophomore catcher Rodney
Metz was a bright spot for the
'Breds. The Vanderbilt transfer
went 6-for-14 in the series and connected for his first home run in a
Murray State uniform
First baseman Dan McNamara
was 8-for-18 over the weekend.
MSU has six OVC games remaining, but will visit St. Louis
first. The 'Breds and Billicans will
go at it Thursday, trying to follow
a 21-9 MSU win in Paducah in the
teams' earlier meeting

Vi est Di% ision
V.
L
Pct, GB
41
3
727
is
S
1 667
3,413
7
5
7
5
54.3
S
4
333
4
1
10
091
7

Heavy duty
visor stitching
Cap Colors
Red with yellow lettering

it

Spring Sports
Cookout
Stewart Stadium
at 6 p.m.
Wed., April 20th
*Tickets Available From
Any Racer Club Member
or at the Gate
Sponsored By MSU Racer Club

As a thank you for smoking great-tasting Prince Albert, here's an opportunity to
buy a top quality4os1y cotton twill red cap with an embroidered Prince Albert
emblem It's yours for only $595(including all postage and handling charges)

All you do is:
1.

Buy 3
pocket
size of Tin
Styled Prince Albert as shown
above (or Prince Albert Luxury
pouch instead)

Open the box and take out
s the pouch inside Once you
have enioyed the tobacco flatten
the empty foil pouch and set
it aside until you have three

2

Fill in the order form below
. For each cap ordered
enclose 3 empty pouches
and a check for 55 95(made
payable to "Prince Albert-)
Mail to
Prince Albert Cap Offer
P0 Box 126
King of Prussia, PA 19406

3

Prince Albert Red Cap(s) For each cop
Please send me
ordered I have enclosed 3 empty toil pouches from Prince Albert
plus 55 95 in check or money order(made out to Prince Albert)
Name
Address
City

Enjoy Prince Albert
and pout
Aondsomo
And thanks again cop
tot smoking
grew Americon
tradition

Daytime Phone #(

State

Zip

y

I Use Prince AlbErft-tfrease check one box)
Sometimes
All the time

Hardly ever

Your money will be refunded to you it you are not completely satisfied and
your cop is returned to us within 45 days of receipt You must be of legal
smoking age Offer is good only in the USA, and only while supplies last
proper
Void where prohibited or otherwise restricted by low Offer void if
number of pouches not included Otter expires Dec 31. 1988 Pieose allow

4-6 vv1646ks for delivery

Prince Albert Cap Otter, P0

Box 126, King of Prussia, PA 19406

I
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Marine corporal had premonition

Dean)

4411-4-

By Abigail
Van Buren

Girl Feels Collared by Guy
Who Treats Her Like a Dog
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
reading the letter from the I9-yearold girl who signed herself "Second
Thoughts in Moline, Ill." Abby, I
could have written that letter
myself. I'm also 19, have gone with
a guy for nearly three years and we
plan to be married soon, but I, too,
have second thoughts for the same
reasons. He's jealous, doesn't trusti
me, accuses me of going out with
other guys, and we fight a lot about
stupid things. I like people and
enjoy having friends, but he always
wants to be with me alone. Lately
he has cursed me, accused me of
going out on him and has hit me.
Then he cries, begs me to give him
another chance and swears he'll
never do it again, but he does.
My friends tell me I'll be sorry if
I marry him, but, Abby, I truly love
him. Can you tell me why women go
right on loving guys who treat them
like dogs?
SECOND THOUGHTS
IN TEXAS

mark bothers me.
Someone told me that you recommended something several years
ago to cover blemishes and birthmarks like mine. I would appreciate
it very much if you could tell me the
name of it, and where to buy it.
Thank you.
MARCIE
DEAR MARCIE: It's Lydia
O'Leary Cosmetics' 'Covermark" — a cream that's waterproof, easy to apply and completely covrs the
most
conspicuous birthmark or discoloration. It's available
through your pharmacist or the
cosmetic department in many
department stores.
If you can't find it, the tollfree number is: (800) 524-1120.
The address is: Lydia O'Leary
Cosmetics, "Covermark," 201
Route 17 North, Rutherford,
N.J. 07070.
5*.

DEAR SECOND THOUGHTS:
First, what's to "love" about a
guy who treats you like a dog?
And what's to love about a guy
who doesn't trust you? Many
human emotions are involved in
what we call "love." First,
there's a strong sexual attraction, there's pity ("I hate to hurt
him"), and security ("finding
another guy may not be easy").
Also, there's the addiction
factor. Being with someone
exclusively can become a habit.
My advice to you is to have
second, third and fourth
thoughts. Then say goodbye.
It's a major mistake to marry a
man who is physically abusive.
He will only get worse.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: I have what is
known as a "strawberry birthmark" on my face, but mine is
purple. It's very noticeable, and
people who have just met me ask me
if it's some kind of rash or if it is
permanent. I am 16 years old and
I'm told I am a pretty girl, and this

ROCKY MOUNT, N.C. (AP) —
After the service, frie #s of t
Cpl. Ricardo Villahermosa, killed Camp Lejeune Marine sal
accidentally by fellow Marines in "fun to be with" but t
Panama last week, had said "didn't seem right" and ha
before he left for that Central that he didn't expect to come
American nation that he "wasn't back.
coming back," friends said at his
Villahermosa. a weapons plafuneral.
toon squad leader, was part of a
The corporal, who was eulogized 12-man security patrol guarding a
as a peacemaker for his efforts on petroleum storage area near a
behalf of his country, was saluted U.S. military base. He was shot in
with a three-gun volley and taps the abdomen last Tuesday by
during the services Sunday.
fellow Marines who thought they
The Rev. John Flood, minister were firing at intruders.
of Whitakers Baptist Church and
Villahermosa's 3-year-old
the grandfather of Villahermosa's daughter Victoria sat on her
wife, Titina, said the 25-year-old
mother's lap throughout the
Marine was part of a "Godmemorial service, playing with a
ordained force to protect. strand of beads around her
"Without that protection, we are
mother's neck.
loose for the enemy to destroy."
Villahermosa's family flCw to

North Carolina from Puerto Rico
and California for the service at
Johnson Funeral Home in Rocky
Mount. Villahermosa was buried
at a family cemetery near
Sharpsburg.
A Marine handed the corporal's
folded flag to Victoria. A second
flag went to Villahermosa's
father, Augustine, of Puerto Rico,
who flew to North Carolina for the
service.
Villahermosa's brother, Hendrick, of California, was also at
the service. Villahermosa's
mother, Juanita, was ill and could
not make the trip from Puerto
Rico, friends said.
After the service, friends of the
family remembered Rick as a
happy, friendly man

"He was fun to be with. If You
were down, you could go to him,"
said Diane Lamm of New Bern.
"If you didn't have a brother, you
had one in him. He most surely
died a hero."
Cynthia Marker, who was a
neighbor of Villahermosa at a
mobile home park in Bridgeton,
said she saw ‘'illahermosa the
night before he reported to Camp
Lejeune. "He just didn't seem
right. He told me he wasn't coming back. I thought he was kidding," she said.
Flood said he received a similar
impression from talking to family
members.
"I don't think he was looking to
come back," Flood said

Couple bribes children from television
By SUSAN STONE
The State Journal
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
-You watch too much television."
It's a familiar refrain of parents
across the country who complian
about their children's television
viewing habits.
But a Franklin County couple
have found a way to make giving
up television alluring to their
children — offer them money.
Things have changed a lot in the
last year since Bethany accepted
her parent's offer. Sharon and
Richard Dailey were willing to
pay their daughter $350 is she gave
up television for a full year: a hefty sum to any 10-year-old.
"It was hard not watching
television at first, but after a
while, when I knew I could not
watch TV. I thought about all the

DEAR READERS: Here's a
powerful message that I think
deserves a national audience:
"Every father is diminished
when his daughter is denied a
fair chance. Every son is a
victim when his mother is denied fair pay. But when we
lower barriers, open doors, and
free women to reach wherever
their dreams will take them —
our talents are multiplied, and
our country is stronger."
Who wrote those words?
Betty Friedan? Gloria Steinem?
Lily Tomlin?
WASHINGTON (AP
—
None of the above. Give up?
Cigarette smoking by Americans
Try Geraldine Ferraro.
is at a 16-year low, but the
•••
Agriculture Department says exports are expected to rise again to
What teen-agers need to know about
another record level in 1988.
sex, drugs. AIDS, getting along with
The department's Economic
their peers and parents is now in
Research Service says U.S. conAbby's updated, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know." To
sumption of cigarettes declined to
order, send your name and address,
estimated 575 billion "pieces"
an
clearly printed, plus check or money
in 1987, down 1.5 percent from
order for 10.501114 in Canada)to: Pear
Abby's Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447, 583.8 billion in 1986.
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. Postage and
Department records show last
handling are included.

money I would get."
Bethany's parents were inspired
by an Associated Press article
about a boy from New Jersey
whose parents thought he watched
too much television and made him
a similar deal.
The Daileys offered the deal to
Bethany and her 11-year-old
sister. Laurel. The older daughter
is on her second attempt at giving
up television. Her first try ended
in failure after only two weeks.
Laurel has gone a lot longer the
second time around and has not
watched TV since Dec. 26.
The Dailey family used to watch
television around-the-clock before
the girls accepted the challenge.
-When we moved out in the
country," explained Sharon, "we
bought a satellite dish and it offered two Disney channels and

Nickelodeon and we just watched
TV all the time for about a year. I
saw the article and showed it to
the girls and offered them a contract if they would try it.The original offer was for $100
but was eventually upped to $350 to
make it more enticing.
"Once she I Bethany, made up
her mind to do it, she did not have
a lot of problems sticking with it."
noted Richard, adding his
daughter is "motivated by
money."
During her television embargo.
Bethany developed the habit of
waiting into her parent's room
bacRward to avoid the temptation
of taking a look at the TV set. Tod' Laurel is practicing that
telehnique.
Watching television has been
replaced by more reading by both

girls — Bethany has read several
hundred books over the last year
and has taken up guitar playing
and crocheting
The television program the girls
missed the most was "The Cosby
Show." although Bethany admitted after she successfully finished
tier year she was bored by the
show after only 15 minutes. Today
Bethany said she watches about
one hour daily of television
The Daileys have inspired
others to try and give up watching
"My friends thought is was neat
and they wanted to do it, too." said
Bethany "They \asked their
parents if they would pay them
and they did not want to give them
money. One fr-iend's parents said
they Would eirftl-She tried but cIld
not make it. She watched TV anvilone week."

Cigarette smoking reaches 16-year low

Omni/Horizon

year's use was the smallest since
554.4 billion pieces were consumed
in 1972, a record at that time and a
period when there was a general
upward trend in use.
Since 1881, when total U.S. consumption rose to a record of 640
billion pieces, cigarette use by
Americans declined more than 11)

percent through last year Exports
in 1981 were also record high at
82.6 billion pieces before easing
back in most subsequent years.
But exports recently have
helped soften the blow for the U.S
tobacco industry, rising to a
record 100 2 billion cigarettes in
1887, a 56 percent jump from 64 3
billion in 1986.

Judge refuses Pyro-Chern bid to block hearing
LOUISA, Ky. (API — A
Franklin Circuit Court judge has
refused to stop a state-sponsored
hearing tonight on PyroChem
Inc.'s application to build a
chemical waste incinerator in
Lawrence County.
Judge William Graham on Friday rejected a motion the company filed for a court order that
would have stopped the state Division of Waste Management from
conducting the hearing, scheduled
for 7 p.m. tonight in the Lawrence
High School gymnasium.
The purpose of the hearing is to
give state officials an opportunity
to explain a preliminary,-decision

in November to deny the company
a permit for the incinerator and to
collect public statements on the
application. said Lou Martin, a
spokeswoman for the Natural
Resources an Environmental Protection Cabinet
PyroChem has sought to build
the $30 million incinerator on U.S.
23 about 511 miles south of Louisa
since 1983. The company says the
plant would create about 200 jobs.
State officials said the hearing
would be continued Tuesday night
if necessary.
Glenn Cohen, a Louisville
lawyer, who filed the motion to
block the hearing, said the corn-

NEED INSURANCE?
...Get The Best...
*51.000.000

Major Medical—For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business Ins Universal Life-IRA-Annuities — We Have It All)
*Group Insurance Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical
Stock No 8318

Call Bennett & Associates
753-7273

305 N. 4th Murray

Dads Regularly Use These Appliances

Payments As Low As

$132°.2*

In 1988, domestic consumption
is expected to decline further as
some states raise taxes, and smoking restrictions increase," the
report said "Cigarette exports
are expected to rise further this
year because of tariff reductions
in some Far East countnes and
the weaker dollar

Mothers employed full-time ou side the
home report that their husbandt regularly
use these appliances.
Percent of owners who relit lady use
Microwave oven

Hart is a finalist
for special award

56.4%
Fr

pany contended the state has not
fulfilled legal requirements of seriding copies of the permit application to various state and federal
agencies and other parties
"We were attempting to
preserve due process so the hearing can't be challenged later as
tainted." Cohen said
The state made the company's
1,400-page application available
for public viewing at the Catlett.
sburg branch of the Boyd County
Public Library. Ms. Martin said.
The Lawrence County Public
Library has been closed for
renovation and the state could find
no other place in that county for
public viewing of the application.
she said.
Ms. Martin said the Division of
Waste management sent about 250
notices to various agencies,
organizations and individuals informing them that copies of the
application were available. Only a
few were willing to pay the $142
the state charged for copies of the
application, she said.
Cohen said the company was
still considering other legal
remedies to stop tonight's hearing
Patty Wallace, the chairwoman
of an anti-PyroChem group called
Lawrence County Concerned
Citizens, said the company's attempt to block the hearing was
merely a stalling tactic.
"They want to keep the public
from having input," Ms. Wallace
said

er
44.5%

Compactor
42.5%
Di

ser
41.2%

Source:
rvey by the Associ
of Home Appliance
Manufac rers and Wor. g Mother magazine.

'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.

1332 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661
'Deferred payment °rice equals down payment
and total of all payments 12 95% APR 1500 down payment
(t.auals rebate on Ames Illeltant and() SO s1
60 months Tart.; lotIP and do.- fee odchttonal

West Kentuckyolk
Rural Electric pt#6
Co-op Corp.
Oufl 00*/1111

0
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Lochie Broach Hart of Murray
was one of 11 finalists for the 1988
Jefferson Awatds. The awards,
sponsored by WPSD-TV and the
American Institute for Public Service, are designed to recognize
people who have not been
recognized in the past for outstanding community service.
The only requirement for
nominations was a letter no more
than two pages long and an explanation why the person should
be a Jefferson Awards winner.
The annual event is now in its
eighth year.
Selection of the winners was
based on time given in service to
others, service given outside of
employment, donation of time as
well as financial reserves, degree
of inspiration to others, lack of
previous credit for volunteer service, and impact on quality of life
In the community.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Insect causing damage
to state's alfala crop
to be emerging soon
An insect that in recent years
has caused substantial hardship to
Kentucky alfalfa producers will be
emerging soon from eggs laid in
fields last fall, predicts a University of Kentucky Extension
entomologist.
"We know considerably more
about the alfalfa weevil than we
did. We now know when farmers
should start scouting their fields
for the pesky insect," said Chris
Christensen, UK entomologist.
Entomologists, scientists who
study the life cycles of insects,
know that alfalfa weevil eggs will
not hatch unless they have been
exposed to a certain amount of
warmth, Christensen said.
Entomologists predict the
earliest time that the insects will
emerge by calculating the number
of degree days, and index of
warmth, that has accumulated
from January I. The eggs won't
hatch until 190 degree days accumulated, he said.

So far this year, Priddy said, the
degree day accumulations are
slightly ahead of last year's.
"When the critical value of 190
degree`days has accumulated, we
can predict that at least some of
the eggs fill begin to hatch and infestation will increase as the
weather turns warmer,
Christensen said.
Farmers need to scout their
alfalfa fields at that time to see the
level of infestation. The weevils
are about a quarter-inch long,
light brown and leave alfafla
foliage with featured edges as they
feed.

"We've accumulated from 50 to
100 degree days as of March. 7,
depending on where in the state
the fields are located," said Tom
Priddy, University of Kentucky
Extension meteorologist.
\ Some of the locations and their
degree-day accumulations n etude: Paducah (841: Louisvc le
Covingt n
163 i ; Lexington 60i.1
143 i; Jackson 11031; and Huntington 1711

Windrowing hay sets up
favorable conditions for the
fungus to sporulate. As a result of
having more fungus, more weevils
are killed, said.
"Because the naturally occuring fungus Often cleans out the
field, we urge farmers to watch
their fields closely and spray them
only if the insect numbers are sufficient to pay for the chemicals
they use. Christensen said

Although the weevils can be controlled by applying low rates of
carbofuran or chlorpyrifos, they
often are controlled naturally by a
fungus that kills them.
Farmers can increase the
chances that the weevils will be
killed by the fungus by cutting
their first crop a bit early, he said.
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A plan for a small vegetable garden
Divide garden into five beds, each
2 feet wide with 1-foot-wide walks
between beds
Two rows sweet corn,
space plants 9 to 12
inches apart

Six Swiss chard plants
with onion sets alongside;
plant early
Two 12-foot rows bush
beans. Note: Plant two
rows 6 inches a
down the
center of
the bed

Two rows lettuce
interplanted with
parsley and two
rows beets; plant

• Three tomato plants

early

Four pepper plants
or two eggplant bushes

,\(;\ Three summer
squash plants
or bush type
winter squash
or bush cucumbers

Two rows carrots
mixed with radishes,
plant early

Six plants cabbage or broccoli;
plant early

Chicago Tribune raphic
Source Natilnal Garden Bureau

Kentucky county resorts to old way of controling predators
At least one Kentucky county
has resorted to an old, frontier
technique to control predators like
the coyote — the bounty hunter
Others are talking about it, and
some are considering a legislative
proposal for a statewide bounty
program to rid the state of
coyotes
It's not a good idea.
"It's been tried time and
again." said Fred Servello, Extension wildlife specialist with the
Uniyersity of Kentucky College of
Agriculture "And it's never work-

which occurs under deer or game
ed anywhere that tried it."
harvests.
animal
From 1870 to 1950 almost every
"What you're doing is replacing
state had bounties on various
natural mortality with harvest
kinds of predators. Servello said
mortality," Servello said. "For
States spent millions of dollars
every coyote killed, you raise the
every year.
"They came to realize they were • chances that remaining ones will
survive. Those remaining don't
spending the same amount on
have as much competition for exbounties evey year,'' Servello
isting food.''
said. "It was never-ending proThere's also a biological
cess, and they never got rid of the
phenomenon which comes into
coyotes either''
play. When the coyote population
What happened, he said, was
is harvested heavily through a
that the bounty system created a
bounty system. females will begin
sustained harvest much like that

to produce at a younger age. They
produce larger litters, and pups
from those litters will have a
higher survival rate.
"A bounty system is like digging
a hole in the ocean," Servello said.
"As fast as you take a bucket out,
another fills it up."
Where coyotes are not heavily
harvested, an average of three
pups per litter survive, he said.
Where they are heavily harvested.
that average increases to almost
six.
A better answer to Kentucky's

Corn, soybean markets being influenced
Markets for both corn and soybeans are being influenced by
speculation about the planting intention levels to be released later
this month
"Prices for both corn and soybeans will find their direction
when the USDA releases its planting intentions report March 31,"
said Steven K. Riggins. University
of Kentucky Extension
agricultural economist.
Last year, he said, acreage
planted to corn was down some 11
with
million acres. That, coupleth
Increased demand fori\corn,
helped cut carryover res*.rves
considerably However, if planting
intentions are up the estimated
one to two million acres according
to the March 31 report, prices likely will not increase significantly
over current levels
Current corn carryover is 4.1
billion bushels. If harvested
acreage is up the expected one to
two million acres, with a harvest
of 120 bushels per acre, the total
corn supply at harvest should be
between 10.1 billion and 11.4 billion
bushels — a supply Riggins considers to be more than adequate
for demand.
Soybean price direction also is
being dominated by concern over
this spring's domestic planting.
Harvested soybean acreage

should be large enough trus fall for
an adequate to an ever -so-slight
short supply — at least by recent
historical standards — for the next
marketing year. Riggins said
"The soybean market will retain the possibility of significant
volatility until well into August
and again during November 1988
through March 1989 when the

inherent in such a volatile market.
Wheat prices have weakened
since exports have leveled off.
However, given the rapid reduction in the carryovers as a result of
earlier enhanced exports, wheat
prices should be stronger than last
summer and should rebound
quickly after their peak harvest
lows, he said.

Cabbage, broccoli are popular garden crops
Cabbage and other cole crops
such as broccoli are popular
garden crops that need some
special care to prevent damage
from insect pests.
"While cabbage worms are the
most familiar unwanted diners,
the first pests these plants face
may be cutworms and rootmaggots," said Lee Townsend, University of Kentucky Extension
entomologist.
Cutworms cut off the
transplants shortly after they are
set Damage is most likely to occur in gardens that last year were
in grass. The cutworms feeding on
the grass are forced to turn
elsewhere when their original food
Is removed, Townsend said
Paper collars wrapped around
the plants' stems may protect
them from cutworms. although

Cutting hay early improves quality
Cutting hay early in the season
will greatly improve the quality of
forage a producer can give his
cattle
Bill Crist, extension dairy
specialist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture,
said that hay cut by the first two
weeks in May will be digested
easier. The cow also will get more
nutrients from the hay.
"Cows will produce more milk
when fed alfalfa that has been cut
In the bud to early bloom stage,"
said Crist "The cow will give
about 50 pounds of milk per day
compared to 12 pounds per day
when fed alfalfa cut in full
bloom."
Milk production is redueed
about one pound per cow per day
for every day of delay in cutting,

South Ameriran crop is growing."
Riggins said'.
If U.S. yields are near last
year's record 34 bushels per acre,
Riggins said, this fall's prices will
be disappointingly low.
The economist advises farmers
to pay close attention to markets
and to use multiple marketing
techniques to even .out their risk

said Crist This delay also reduced
annual profits about $1,000 to
$2,000 for a 50-cow diary.
Using fescue for grazing or hay
also can limit a milk cow's
productivity.
"Most fescue hay in Kentucky is
infected with an endophyte
fungus," said Crist. "The fungus
reduces milk production and
causes a decline in heifer growth
rates."
Other factors can lead to low
feed intake by cows. Crist said the
presence of trash, molds, and leaf
loss all decrease forage quality
and intake.
"If a producer cannot cut and
store hay without weather
damage, he should store more
silage or use hay preservatives,"
said Crist.

the method may be too time consuming for gardeners with a large
number of plants. Cutworm bait,
available at most garden and seed
stores, broadcast over the area a
day or two before transplanting
also will control the insects, he
said.
Root maggots, another pest ofq
cabbage, are the larval stage of
small flies. These white, legless
worm-like creatures tunnel into
the stem of the plant and may
cause wilting or death. Symptoms
do not appear until several days
after transplant. By that time,
damage may be too severe to let
the plant recover.
Diazinon wettable powder may
be used as a broadcast treatment
on the soil prior to setting the
plants. or in the transplant water.
Avoid using the emulsifiable concentrate form in the setter water,
Townsend said, since it may injure
the plant.
Small, metallic blue flea beetles
are often the next insect seen

feeding on the foliage. Injury appears as tiny pits or holes on the
surface of wrapper leaves. Don't
rush to treat unless the damage
appears to be severe. Sevin,
diazinon or pyrethrhis may be used if a treatment is necessary,
Townsend said.
Cabbage worms are the most
destructive pests of cabbage and
broccoli and can cause significant
damage. Four distinct types of
caterpillars can be found including the very green, velvetappearing imported cabbage
worm: the distinctive cabbage
looper that moves like an inchworm; the small, tapered diamond back moth larva and the
yellow and black marked, crossstriped cabbage worm.
All of these caterpillars can be
controlled using Bt 1Bacillus thur.
inglensisi products, which are
biological insecticides that
specifically kill caterpillars. They
are harmless to humans and to
beneficial insects

IF YOU OWN TIMBERLAND
We pay top prices for standing timber.
Before you sell your timber call
AVERITT LUMBER COMPANY
Kentucky Mills at Cadiz
and Grand Rivers.
Contact:
Paul Yielding
c o Averitt Lumber Co.
P.O. Box 665 - Cadiz, Ky. 42211
Days: 502-924-1101
Evenings: 502-924-5394

coyote problem is to concentrate
on good management techniques
rather than a bounty system.
Servello said.
"Corralliag_sheep at night and
proper carrion disposal are the
two most simple and effective
things a farmer can do to control
coyotes," he said. "Guard dogs
are another popular method used
frequently in Kentucky."
Failure to temove carrion of
dead animal carcasses attracts
coyotes quickly, he said.
Producers who clear the carrion
have fewer problems than those
who don't. Studies show that one of
four farmers who do not remove
or bury their dead carcasses have
coyote problems, he said. One of
30 of _those who do have problems.

1970s was a'
prosperous
time in the
history of U.S.
WASHINGTON I AP I — The
decade of the 1970s was "the most
prosperous in the history of rural
America" but rural areas now are
losing jobs, population and a
significant portion of their tax
bases, says an Agriculture
Department economist.
Unemployment and other
economic troubles hit rural areas
broadly in the early 1980s, as
small-town businesses and industries as well as farmers felt the
crunch. Ken Deavers of the
department's Economic Research
Service says the rural areas still
have not fully recovered.
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ASPHALT PAVING
• Streets

• Roadways
• Shopping Centers
• Parking Lots
• Residential
Subdivisions

FREE ESTIMATES

362-8661
ASPHALT PLANTS IN
PADUCAH-MAYFIELD-LAKE CITY

"By not removing those carcasses, you're teaching the
coyotes that livestock is food,"
Servello said.
Electric fencing has proven effective to keep most coyotes out of
pastures, he said, and high-tensile
electric fencing is now no more expensive than traditionsl fencing
materials.
A bounty system may tend to
give people a false sense of security, Servello said. The quit thinking
about the management techniques
and depend on a method that's not
going to work.
It's better to spend time on
management to prevent the problem, he said. Then if a problem
develops, spend time to eliminate
the specific animal that got into
the livestock field rather than try
to eliminate all, coyotes.

About Kids....
The abuse and maltreatment of
children can and often does occur in
the place" where a child should feel
loved, safe. and secure. the family."
Family Violence is a serious problem
in our society It's frightening when you
stop and consider that "Parenting" is
learned. Dr. Stephen Bavolek, PHI)
says, "The way we raise our children
is directly influenced by how we were
raised "
If we are going to help our children
to grow into healthy mature adults
who can deal with day to day frustra
lions and accomplish the goals they set
for themselves', we have to start
early on
We have to help them feel goodabout
themselves by helping them achieve
successes all along the way By not putting our expectations so high that all
they experience is failure or such
limited successes that they eventually
stop trying We are building a child's
self-esteem. his ability to believe he
can do things and succeed when we
allow them to progress at their own
rate of growth and understanding
We have to meet the child's "needs'
whether it's food, shelter, or increased
confidence in himself We cannot "ig
nore" our kids for fear of "spoiling'
them and hope to see them succe^d
The child needs to learn to trust not on
ly the adults around him, who -care"
about him but to trust himself and his
ability to,make choices about life and
others
These things can be accomplished
without physical punishment Some
ways of doing this are Praising a child
when a task is accomplished or a
behavior you want to continue. En
couraging a child to achieve to
his her potential, Pay Attention to
your child Talk "with" them not so
much "at" them, because a child who
Is ignored, not allowed to express his
feelings or needs will learn very little
respect for rules or authority figures
and be unable to distinguish between
right and wrong Setting Guidelines
I'sing choices and consequences as a
way of encouraging a' child to take
responsibility for his behaviors This
increases a child's self-esteem and his
ability to deal with day to day las'Pc In
later life
If you have questions about th,,
any issue pertaining to children, plc
write to:
CH AMP
'kW Poplar Street
Murray, Ky.
questions will be answered In
this column About Kids,
This service Is funded by the Kentucky
(MILD VICTIM'S TRUST runin.
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

2 .Notice

AS of this date April 18
1988, I will not be
responsible for any
other oebts other than
my own
Cheryl Ann
Manning

2

Notice

GLA93 Repair & Re
placement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, in
sulated glass. tempered
safety glass. mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired
patio
door glass ano store
fronts M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Cen
ter, 753 0180

2

NEW Concord Family
Hair Station has Nev.
Hours
10A M 6P.M
Still have some Tanning
appointments open Call
436 2714

THE FAR SIDE

5

Lost and

Found

LOST

Orange and
yellow striped male
neutered cat, blue col
lar, broken right fang
Lived in vicinity of
College Farm Road
Call 753 5453

6. Help

Wanted

Located Inside
Uncle Jeff's

FULL

LOST

*New & used furniture
*Antiques

Three diamond
yellow gold
men's wedding
band.

*Glass & Brass
•& more,"
Financing Available
753-0575
5

Lost and Found
LOST 450 lb
black
heifer with brand on left
hip. Call 436 5699
LOST- Small brown cat
with black streaks
Vicinity of Dogw000
and Mimosa Lane Re
ward. Phone 759 1485.

REWARD

Call
753-7952

By GARY LARSON

The tragic proliferation of noseguns
PEANUTS

x
agg "
lamp

ITS VERY Yt CAN TWINK
BEAUTIFUL OF 5OMETI4IN6
EVEN MORE
BEALinFuL..

NANCY

I USUALLY 306T YELL
THE ANSWER OUT LOUD,
E5UT THAT TIME. I
ACTUALLY FOLLOWED
-1-4E. RULES'

1.4E WAY, DID YOU
NOTICE TAAT I
RAISED MY HAND
TIME'RA

THAT WOULDNT
WORTH EXTRA CREDIT
AN4 CHANCE ,
WOULD IT 7

40.10
1

.4 4fi\444ita
IP•14..-4:ft=*60I CAN'T REAP
WHAT'S YOUR EXCUSE?

0
64.1
s

14im,
41130:4141Pb
1°

BEETERNAILET
WHAT
ARE YOU
DOf n16?

THAT'S THE
LAST TIME
..5ARGE
K ICK5 ME
OUT OF
BED

Legal

6

Help

Wanted

24

Miscellaneous

RAVELY Garden
Tractor with 30" rotary
mower and 48' sickle
bar attachmeets, $350
436 5679

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS
City of Murray
Fifth and Poplar Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071

TRALE, AGEN'
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

MOVING Must Sell by
May 30 White Kelvina
Separate sealed BIDS for the construe
tor. frost free refrigera
tion of Sewer Replacement and Repair. Citor, $170 Call 759 4066
start locally, full time part
NEW Shipment of
ty of Murray, Kentucky, consisting of protune Train on live airline
Wheel Horse lawn
curement and installation of all materials
computers Home study and
mowers 8HP rear en
resident training Fingni'ial
and equipment. construction of manhole
gine riders to 17HP twin
Ala available Job placement
repair for 27 manholes; grouting
cylinder We have them
1.190
assistance National Hdytre,
joints (8-12 inch); removing 140 linear feet
all
Best service in
Lighthouse
. VI.
town! Stokes Tractor
of gravity sewer; replacing 90 linear feet
11.0.T. Tit 4% VI. WHOM.
Industrial Road
of gravity sewer (8-12 Inch); replacing 190
NEW pair fiberglass
1-800-327 7728
service connections; clean and TV 13,920
water SkiiS and ski rope.
rt, Frk1:1
1 menthe,,
linear feet and sllpline 8,440 linear feet
$90
Also
new boat
(8-10 inch) of gravity sewer will be receiv•
ladder, $I 5
Cali
14
Want to Buy
753 9291
ed by the city of Murray at the office of Cl
OLD Oriental Rugs PAINT Sale Olympic
ty Clerk until 1:00 p.m. Local Time May 12.
Wantea
Any size or Overcoat White S12 50
1988, and then at said office opened and
condition Call toll tree per gallon through
publicly read aloud.
April Murray Lumber
1 800 342 7847
Co . 104 Maple St Cali
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS. con753 3161
16 Home Furnishings
sisting of Advertisement for Bids, InformaPINE Bark Mulch,? 29 I
JAMIESCYN Sofa Cu
tion for Bidders, BID. 'HID BOND, Agreeft maids
Pine
Sleeper, 2 months orc
nuggets 2 49 2 cu ft
ment, General Conditions, SUPPLEMEN$225 Call 753 3351
bags
We also nave top
TAL GENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment
soir
potting soi! and
19 Farm Equipment
BOND,Performance BOND, NOTICE OF
peat Coast to Coast
AWARD, NOTICE TO PROCEED.
10' KROUSE us
$350' Hardware. Murray
12' Krouse disc and PROTECT Your
CHANGE
ORDER.
DRAWINGS,
ram
$250 8 Dozer investment put a rifb--N
SPECIFICATIONS. AND ADDENDA,
blade for tractor 5650
ber Ina mat 0 your new
may be examined at the following
Cali after 6P M
Pick up truck
436
Stokes
locations:
2884
Tractor, 753 1319
110 GALLON Saddle 'RADIO Shack 6AK Color
Office of Murray Utilities
tank 410 gallon Saddle Computer triple ,mode
200 Andrus Drive
Tank 55 gallon Barren printer
cassette re
Spray, 7 Chisel Prow
Murray. Kentucky 42071
corder and software
75,3 5.463 or 753 0144
Used very one S30C
GRW Engineer. Inc.
1.000 FORD Tractor 759 9746
with
automatic, trans
801 Corporate Drive
REAR Tine Tillers 1
mission Car! .136 2976 forward speeds and
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
after 6P M
reverse
Br.ags
i•
Eluilders Exchange of Louisville
t-ORD Ferguson Trac
Stratton engine's s -Hp
tor
rebuilt motor
8 HP Seer siv
2 $599 99
3595 Dutchman's Lane
brand new tires
Wail.n Hard.% a r
LctUisville. Kentucky 40205
works gooa. A 1 conch
Downtown Paris TN
'ion Call 759 1252
PED Hot Barga
GRW Engineers,Inc.
FOR all your no fiir Drug ciea!ers
433 South Fifth Street
varies r,.
pasture reseeding or 10 boats
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
year program seeding
possesse..::' surp
David Feagin 489 2740
Your area
Buy,
F W. Dodge Corporation
Guide 805 68' wOOC E
PA R KHUR ST Goose
2525 Harrodsburg Road
8155
neck Trailer with hoist
S.
One Paragon Center - Suite 230
Call 436 2556
.
I.' ETD- H3'
.. ..1. •
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
J t.‘r.
1'
24 Miscellaneous
boat',
p
"
Associated General Contractors
1 GALLON Assorted POSsesse.:
1930 North 13th Street
F
Shrubs
Boxwood
Gu
!, • •• • •
---H01/y
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Eunonymuus
E
Azaleas more: more
R
Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
S
more. only 52 99 ea
•-•
7
ma!, be obtained at the office of GRW
Your choice New this EQuiPV.EN' ••
Oa.
Taws.
Cart•s,
year 2 gat- Flowering
Engineers. Inc.. located at 801 Corporate
staurant A
Shrub's. Lilacs
6.i.
Drive. Lexington. Kentucky 40503, upon
Honeysuckle
more beciue EquiPrre^t.
payment of 835.00 for each set Payment is
Mefton
Jan
9c)1
84: 6%4;
varieties only 56 99
not refundable.
each At Coast to Coast or 901 885 t663
Hardware
'RIDING Lawn Vow,Bids shall be accompanied by a certified
,:•••.11
300 WATT Generator, 11HP 42
check or bid bond in the amount equal to
r
Kohler $250 Call 491 s"Pe 4
rive percent (5%) of the bid to insure the
SP "i,4,
8733
execution of the contract for which the bid
ALUMINUM extension AWING ,aoinnmisiis made. In case the bid is not accepted, the
ladders 14' $,399ii 16' A 1 ,:pnd.',0,3
'•
start Ca,. 753:84,
512 99 20', 559 99
check or bid bond will be returned to the
21
57199 18 $9999 Wallin SEASONED
bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the
$50 2 ricks :re
Hardware
Downtown
:
bidder shall refuse to neglect to enter into
Paris
436 2778
a contract with the City of Murray within
BIRO BafFs & Concrete SHAP873 COP,erS 8. ra.•
ten I lOi days after the time he has been
Planters in various Machines
For
saes Clay pots in all/ Service
Stipp es or
notified of the acceptance of his bid, the
Dernonstrat , ons Ca
shapes 8. sizes
said check or bid bond shall be forfeited to
Strawberry Pots De
1 800 248 4314 8..ri,,f,r,
the City of Murray as liquidated damages
COrafive ROCK
too' KY
for the failure to do so
Coast to Coast SUNBE,DS SPAS HNtli
Hardware, Murray ,
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a
TONING TABLE s
FIREWOOD for sale
Woiff or Suntana After
period of Ninety (90) days after the clos437 4667
5- or weekends Sunsn.ne
ing time scheduled for the receipt of bids
Pool and Pat.o Sci: 895
IR EWOOD for sale
The City of Murray reserves the right to
Also, tree removing 30 3441
waive informalities and to reject any and
T1LL'ERS 5HP latr.ggs
years experience 436
all bids
and Stratton engine
7758 or 436 2562
0
chain drive $ap 99
FRUIT Trees(. Apple
Wallin Hard
peach
plum. cherry. carton
By
and pear
Several ware Downtown, Par',
The Honorable Holmes Ellis, Mayor
varieties Only 59 99 TORO
Push mowers
each
Ornamental and weed trimmers
ATTEST
trees
Purple Leaf Also, for all Toro par'
Jo Crass
Plum
Dogwood, Red, ana service see Keitr..
Stokes Tractor
April 14. 1988
Bud
Flowering Pear
Indust
Silver Maple Willow 8. ri4i Road. 753 1319
more Only 514 50 each
US'ED Riding mowers
At Coast to Coast Mar
all sizes and all pr i( es
Help Wanted
6
dware in the Central Stokes Tractor., inoust
12 Insurance
Shopping Ctr Murray
nal Road 753 1319
NOW HIRING Govern
LARGE, large. large WEST KY Hardwood
men? Jobs. skilled and
Kiln FAS Poplar s 95
selection of storage
unskilled
For current
CANCER
buirdinds in Stock for
per B F
Other harl
list of lobs and appl)ca
INSURANCE
immediate delivery
woods avairabie
non, call 1602)995 0682,
Cali
No
Age limit to apply
Acree Portable 395 5900
ext 1323
Buildings, Mayfield
If your present policy
WOOD For Sale Green
Ky 502 247 7831
9 Situation Wanted
andseasoned
is over 5 years old. It
LAWNMOWER 22" cut
$25 ric-tx Call 437 4927
may not cover some
CHRISTIAN ramify will
8" steel ball bearing
of
the
newer
do mowing, fidhf hauling,
wheels, instant height 25 Business Services
treatments such as
and house cleaning Also,
adiustment, 3
HP
IMPORT Auto Salvage
plumbing
chemotherapy For
Prices re
Briggs & Stratton en
Largest Selection of
asonable 492 8899
free information call
gine. $159 99 Wallin Foreign Cars We
have
GENERAL house and
Hardware, Downtown
Jerry McConnell
new and used parts Open
office cleaning 6 years
Paris
Open
all
day 8A M 5P M
Mon Fr,
Insurance
experience
Re
Saturday
474 2375
ferences Call 759 1578
753-4199
after 3P M
-fr.e weal risks *orrice"
MOWING and Trim
SALES REPS NEEDED
ming, large or small
WHAT WE OFFER:
yards Call 435 4447
SALARIES. COMMISSIONS. BONUSES
Instruction
1 1
WILL do babysitting in
PAID VACATION, MAJOR MEDICAL
ray home from
8A M 5P M , M F Call
NO OVERNIGHT TRAVELING.
753 0209
RECREATIONAL ATMOSPHERE.
LEARN TO DRIVE
WILL do housecleaning
QUALIFIED CLIENTS/NO SOLICITING.
=TORLE
Fridays, 1 opening
RESORT MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES.
•Pao saparlenc•
TM
!
5
Excellent references
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
•DOT Calrlellr-aMen
Call 753 3436
QUALIFICATIONS YOU MUST HAVE:
•Fad,or sal Nam
WILL keep children in
Must be neat, out going, self starter. motivated end
Iturane
my home anytime 437
•Plaelment Chaga
need to make an excess of $25,000 a year Sales
•Finericlol hid
4678
•xporience preferred but not necessary Extensive
Available
training program Call 474-2229 for appointment
ALLIANCE
10. Busineu Opportunity
TRACTOR TAAA.IF

r

YOU WATCH A LOT OF TV PO
YOU KNOW THAT,GARFIELD?

ess
ucks‘...

1

r XCELLENT

Wages
for spare time assemoly
work
electronics
crafts Others info
1,504641.0091, Ext 1866
Open 7 days.
Time Parts and
Service Manager Full
time all purpose
worker
Send resume
to
P 0
Box 306
Murray, KY 42071
FULL Time position
Contact Calloway ASCS
Office. Be? Air Shop
ping Center, Murray
KY 42071
HELP WANTED Earn
up to 50°c in the No 1
Beauty Company
Territories are availa
ble or sell to family one
friends. Low insurance
available 'Appointment
as low as 55 Call Avon's
Trained Assistant
6. Help Wanted
Managers. Shirley
APPLICATIONS Nov. Scott
753 0171, or Suzie
being accepted Smith 527
9735
Monaay Friday Apply PEGISTER
E1S Nurse
in person between the Home Health.
hours of 9A M 3P M at tion Mon Fri day Posi
Contact
Minute Mart Hwy 641 Community
Hospital.
North
247 5211, Ext 327
BEAUTICIAN Pay 60 o WENDY
'S is now tak
46 days a week Call ing applic
ations for
753 8663 after 6P M for Assistant
Managers for
an interview
this area
Previous
experience helptur but
not necessary
Send
resume with references
Ilectrkel Sepply to
Joe Branson, Rt 1
Box 656 ID, Hardin. KY
Outside
42048
"HIRING! Government
Sidesperses
lobs your area 515,000
Winters Ky.
$68000. Call 16021 838
8885 Ext 684 "
Area
NEED Lady'/42 live in
Electrical exper- with invalid lady Board
and salary 759
ience preferred but NEED a job? 41661
openiAgs
You may qualify
not required. Min. now illyou
do not have
1 yepr outside GE D or your high
school diploma. 2) you
Sales experience have been out of school
9 months or more, ,31
required.
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE
Send resume to:
This proiect is funded
by the Western Ky
Box 1040-A
Private lnaustry
Murray, Ky.
Council
JTPA
Call
JTPA Out Of School
42071
753 9378 between 8 30
12 00 5 aays a week

Carolyn's
Corner

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains•
-We sell for less!" We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to v,cleo
tape S3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Proauction
Specialties 759-9246.

Notice

Kilroy Ledger & Times

ARE You GOING To
TELL HIM OFF?

ocia

1

LAW
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a41•1*41000
ri4.41
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ULUNDI,

HE it465 HERE
WITH AN Animal_
liounic:7 THE
ALARM!

47 THE PRE5/0ENTI4L PALACE
,,,A44VA 7941 ,134A164L1.A
C
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*Ow
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FREE FASHION
STORE BROCHURE
Open your own 513.99
(and less) ladies' or
children's opporel store
featuring hundreds of
top name brands lot
the incredible price of
$13.99 and less (values
to $50.00). $19,975 in
cludes inventory, fix
tures, 31
/
2 days of in
store training, supplies
2 day buying trip and
more. Also, ask about
our new $19.99 (and
less) men's deportment
and shoe deportment
call
leisrlsons Finhions
1104413-4111anytime.

MAIMING COMP%
LEBANON,TN
Cal TO'me

TRAIN
TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL
'SECRETARY
*SEC./RECEPTIONIST
*EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
Mart Incall, Vull toll. part
time loam rari prnr,asini
and r•lated tar ratans sinus
14nr,to al nd) and fi•I0*n*
TrItIhni %NI I neadquari•ra
I i'liI Si
•Flaamriai am. I, wiar
*OM Plarraw, leer•laare

ROO 327 7725
TIII 55551 541f/oat

r

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Local area industry has openings in the
following positions:
Assembly Supervisor
Should have experience in the superv
ision
of a high speed assembly area with
particular emphasis in employee skills.
3-5
years of supervisory experience
preferred.
Production Control Supervisor
Should be familiar with M.R.P.
& large
volume material control functiOn. 3-5
years
of supervisory experience preferred.
Waste Water Treatment Technician
Should be familiar with basic chemi
stry
with some lab experience.
College
chemistry courses preferred.
Send resume in confidence to:
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
17; 0 r
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CLASSIFIEDS
31

Business Services

Want to Rent

43

71-Pv--1M-7.17375—
om
MIKE Hodge's Tax home needed by June
Service offering elec Call 759 4809
3 bedroom
tronic filing
Refunds WANTED
processed in average of house, washer and
18 days 11 years ex dryer hook up, $250 per
Call
perience
Southside month in town
Shopping Center, 759 between 11A M 3P M
759 4693
1425
26

TV

Radio

LEASE TO OWN 75"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month Murray
Rental & Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19
color TV, $78 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN Wir
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month
Murray Rental
& Sales 753 8701
LEASE TO OWN 176
watt stereo system
only $53 per month
Murray Rental & Sates
753 8201
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
12x65 ARBOR. 2 bed
room, 1 bath, S4,500
Call 753 8498
1969 RITZCRAFT 17x65, 1
bedroom, Ashley wood
stove, northern insulated
priced at 53800 good
conchtion 435 4249 after
SP M
1983 14x70 EAGLE. 1
bedroom, 7 baths, all
electric, central rl a.
dishwasher, furnished
or unfurnished, 10x16
wood storage building
included In Coach Es
tales After 5P M , 759
1046
70X14 WINDSOR 7 ben
room. 1 lots, well. septic
tank and storage build
ing 436 7997
PRICED to Sell 1982
14)00 Frontier High
vise 3 bedrooms. I 1 7
c.,aths, step up kitchen
rnistied has washer
and dryer with queen
size waterbed Also set
on lot 327x87. septic
tank and water lines
Call after 5P AA
Excellent
489 2529
condition

2 BEDROOm. - bath
appliances and water
furn ,shed
Avaiiabie
now
Also
3 room
apartment Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898
/ BEDROOM 1 bath,
144.60 brand new Mobile
Furnished or
Horne
unfurnished , walk to
Jonalnan Creek
Cali
354'6248
1--OR 3' BR furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture natural' gas
electric
air con
aitioned
Shaay, Oaks
753 5209
MOBILE Home. 12x50
Will sell with furniture
or without
Very re
asonable Cali 759 4915
TWO Bedroom trailer,
Northwind Mobile
Park
No pets Three
Bedroom House in
country Call 753 9866

32 Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BEDROOM Fur
nishea or unfurnished
$125 $250 Also, 2 Bed
room, 2 bath mobile
Coleman Real Estate,
753 9898
FURNISHE6
apartments Efficiency,
1 or 2 bedrooms No
children, no pets
Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th St ,
753 6609
MUR Cat opts Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984
ONE Bedroom apart
ments, carpeted, fur
nished, private parking,
all utilities included
SI 75, month
Deposit
required NO children or
pets 436 2755
ONE or -Two Bedrooms,
fully furnished, heat
and water included
Call 759 1743 after SP M
TAKING applications
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts . Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity
34

Houses for Rent
/ BEDROOM House in
good's lbcation Single
lady preferred
$200 month plus de
posit Call MTG, 753
4000
FARMHOUSE, 5 mile;
from Murray, Hwy 799
Call 442 1940
NICE 3 Bedroom house,
near college. $300 a
month Call 753 8673
36

For Rent or Lease

Real Estate

44

Lots for

Sale

0 ACRES Highway fron
tage property Located at
Coldwater Call 489 7761
after 6P M
KENTUCKY Lake Lot
12x60 Motrie •Home, sep
tic, well lot goes to TVA
Survey line $16,500 442
1770 or 442 3632
'

P
* ENT to Own a Heavy
Duty Washer_ and
Dryer, $18 per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663

Front
LOT For Sale
age on Hwy 94 East
near Kentucky Lake
Only $7,500 753 1222
Kopperud Realty
37 Livestock Supplies
ARABIAN Show Horse TWO Lakeview lots at
10 year old gelding, 15 Pine Bluff Shores Cali
hands high, gentle Will 753 8723
teach anyone to ride, 46 Homes for
Sale
trail rides Cali after
/ BEDROOM Home For
SP M 753 0703
SADDLE Horse for Sale by Owner Located
2 Blocks from Hospital
sale Strawberry Roam
New carpet and newly
Call 489 7415 after 4P M
SIMMENTAL and refinished bathroom
Living room. Kitchen,
Simbrah bulis
Per
formance & semen Utility room with W
hook up One outbuild
tested
Excellent qual
ing
Large backyard
ity $650 & up Cadiz,
With privacy fence Call
Ky 522 9794
753
2448 for
Appointment
38 Pets-Supplies
BEDROOM. 1 '7
AKC MINIATURr bath,
brick, centr,,,
Schnauzers, 1 male, 1 heat air,
ready to
female Excellent line
move into
VA 'FHA
age,
wormed,
puppy
financing available
29 Heating and Cooling
shots groomed ready Coleman RE, 753
9898
WE Buy
Sell and to love! 10 weeks,
BEDROOM 2 bath
Repair Used Air Con,, references furnished
home on
acre lot.
dit,oners Dill Electric, $775 each 1 247 8621
$5.500. West of town
759 1577
AKC REGISTEREts C
MTG Better Homes
Miniature Schnauzer
rdens at 753 4000,
30 Business Rentals
pups for sale. $150 each
ask'for Jean
4'x50'BUILDING on Call 901 782 3541
BRICK home. I BR,
North 4th $t
for BLUEWATER Kennel bath,
sun porch, kit
automotive or com
has Chinese Sharipei and chen, utility room, fen
mercial use Office, air AKC puppies and- stud
,t.o.rag,.
compressor, bathroom, service Will buy small ced yard,
house. central heat
gas heat, large 3 phase AKC puppies
air
3 blocks from
electrical service. and 4 901 247 5750
Murray High Call 759
overhead doors Rent MALE Lhasa Apso
4.407 after Sp m
by moniti or cheaper by PoPPY, shots and wor
FOR Sale New house,
lease Available before med 489 249$
located in Merrywood
May 1 753 3018
r)NE Year old Bluetick
SPACE for office or Bloodhound female, Subdivision lust off OP
Benton Bypass t'
small business at 113 Partially trained
Murray 3 bedrooms.
South 13th St Call Tom Ready for breeding
baths, double garage
Hopkins 753 3488
1450 Call 527 8341
with electric opener.
built in bookcase, large
wood deck, plus over 800
sci ft of storage area
Gift" Call 527 9192 for
appointment
t"sl"
Oi k.7C•rdrIS
1N CANTERBURY
Fish Aquariums & Supplies - Brass
- rovs
ESTATES 3 bedroom, 2
Jewelry- Notions • Flowers
bath, great room. fen
Also. New
.i.
1ve Seat - Chair
ced backyard, double
Recliner - Desk Table & Chairs - End Tables
garage, professionally
Entertainment Center - Bookshelves - Bedding
landscaped and de
corated In upper 70's
Tools Lamps Ho
Call 753 4801
You'll Find It All At
Two Bedroom Bricii
House, nice neighbor
hood, almost a new roof
hardwood floors, built
Rldq
in carport Stove re
frigerator. air con
Mi N of Murray US 641 753.4566
dttioning. shades ana
curtains are optional
Open: Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
16141 Ryan St
Call
1
6:=AMI
NKINCONC=MICNIZNIMMIll 753 6413,

r

47.

1 ACRE, 3 buildings,
natural gas, septic tank,
10 miles north of
Murray .on 121
Call
753 0318
BOB Haley
Credible
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With Call him
at 489 2266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651
INVESTOR wants
waterfront land for
development, $50,000
5100,000 Call James at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753 1492
1COPFTE-RUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME E xt
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
PARADISE Resort
Area 2 bedroom fur
nished mobile home on
lake access road Pretty
wooded area near wa
ter
Priced at $16,000
Call JoAn at MTG
7 5 3
4 0 0 0 , for
appointment
WHAT does Key As
soc tales Wilson Realty
have to offer? In Office
fixed rate financing
from application to
closing. Excellent re
ferral system
Homeowners Warranty
for buyer and seller,
Unique Home viewer
magazine. Pro
fesstonally trained
salespeople For more
information on The Key
Advantages with Buy
Ina ana Selling, call
502 753 3263 today

Motorcycles

r

5

49.Used

1986 CHEVY 4 door
Cars
965 VW BUG, 10 speea Spectrum, 16,000 miles.
Bicycle, Chromoly auto., AlC, cruise con
Mongoose Bicycle trol Like new /condition,
54,900. Call 753 8533
Frame 753 5058
(daytime); 753-1705
1967 442 RED outside,
(after 5P M I.
black inside, AC. Ps,
19845 RED Z78. loaded
all factory $5,200 or
with T tops, perfect
best offer Call 492 8884
condition, one owner,
local car Call 759 9705
L.. Now it's
after 5P M.
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 18,
000 miles. Ultimate
Luxury, electric sunroof,
graphic equalizer, dark
blue, aluminum wheels,
automatic, loaded Buy
ing van Call 753 9487
ml
after 4P M
New & Used •
ExecutqqFACTORY Executive
am Ven •
P,oc,
Car' 1978 Buick Electra,
one local owner Clean,
901.642.3900
loaded, tilt, cruise,
Hwy 79 W — Paris
power seats and win
(lows. $1,995 Call 753
1973 VOLKSWe.GON
8096
For Sale Needs a little
NEW Information
work. call 753 6298 after
sP M . $1000 or best Jeeps, Cars.,. 4 x I's
seized in drug raids
offer
Buy from $100 Call for
1976 TOYOTA Celica
facts today. (213)925
G T Must se!, $600 or 9906. Ext.
1323
best offer Call 753 0516
1977 GRAND Prix
loaded, sunroof, power
windows
Very g000
condition, $1,300 Cali
753 1556
50
Used Trucks
1978 PONTIAC Grand
1976 3 4 TON Chevrolet
Prix LJ Call 753 0222..
Pick up truck, runs
Need An Extra Car
good, 5.850 Call 4,36 2382
1980 MAZDA B 2006
For A Few Days?
Pick Up, 77,000 miles
Fh•fli
C.'''.'Al
$1,000 One year old'
DWAIN TAYLOR
Beagle, $50 753 9291
1983 DODGE Pick Up
CHEVROLET. INC.
loaded, 55,000 489 2308
502-753.2617
after 5P M

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pans,

50

Used

53

Trucks

Services

Offered

BREAKING and disc
ing gardens. Yard Ian
dscaping. Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753 0659
Campers
5 1
COLEMAN Pop Up BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
Camper, sleeps 6, ex
cellent condition Call sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
753 9767
New and repair
27
years experience Free
52 Boats Motors
estimates. Large or
16 EBBT1DE Bass small
jobs. Charles
B oat with 55 HP earnett 753 5476.
Chrysler motor Good CHARLE
S Maupin
condition 492 8899
Landscaping, nursery,
carpentry, painting,
1984 40 FLOTEL Pon
roofing, mowing, leaf
toon Houseboat with
pick up, and general
90HP Mercury. In ex
house repair, concrete
cellent condition. Call and brick laying.
Call
642 2364.
between 9A.M. 5P.M.
759 1826.
53 Services ()tiered
CONCRETE driveAl ENTERPRISES of
ways, patios, carpentry
fering brick and block and block work. Call
driveway and patio work. 502 492 8160
Carpentry work of all
phases. Also, natural and FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
LP gas work. Free es
mowing including
timates. 4365355.
A 1 TREE Service and shrubbery and hedges.
stump removal
Your Servicing city and
county Lower rates for
professional tree ser
Senior Citizens. Call
vice All types, remo
Val, topping, feeding. now and register with a
Free estimates. 50' dependable Lawn Ser ,
bucket truck and chip- vice. 753 3534 or
753-3455.
per Call 753 0906.
FENCE sales at Sears
ACE LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Landscaping, now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
Pruning, Hedging, Fer
tilizing, Aerating. Call your needs_
492 8.650. We Always FOR most any type
driveway white rock
Under Bid
ALL types of gravel and also, any type gravel,
white rook hauled. Also, dirt and sand call Roger
.slabs and light and dark Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6763
mulch Reasonable. 753
0467. •
'APPLIANCE REPAIR: GARDE/IS Tilled,
Factory authorized for flower beds tilled, and
Tappan. Kelvinator and lawn maintenance, in
Brown Service on gas
I udi ng fertilizing,
sand electric ranges, spraying and mowing
microwaves, dis
753-2423.
h washers, re
GENERAL Repair
frigerators, etc. Earl Plumbing, Roofing,
Lovett, 35.4 6956 or 753
Yard Work, Tree Work.
534-1 's
Wood. $25 a rick Call
APPLIANCE
4345-2642 or 436-5895
SERVICE. Kenmore, GUTTERING by Sears.
W estinghouse, Sears continuous gutWhirlpool. 27 years ters installed for your
experience. Parts and specifications Call
service. Bobby Hopper, Sears 753.2310 for tree
Bob's Appliance Ser
estimate.
vice, 202 S 5th St. HAMILTON Cultured
Business 753 4872, 436
marble and tile 643 Old
5848 (home).
Benton Rd. 753 9400
APPLIANCE service & INSULATION blown in
repair New & used parts by Sears. TVA
apon refrigerators, ranges, proved. Save on
those
freezers, air conditioners, high heating and cool
washers & dryers. Hodge ing bills, Call Sears
& Son 753 4669, Dixieland 753 2310 for free
Shopping Center.
estimate.

• • OPEN SAW

AUCTION

KEY GLASS CO.
auto glass installed
-surance claims welcome

AUTO PARTS
KEf
)
121 S., Murray,
Ky..
759-4553

**14
1
753
5940

•

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

All Types Of
vi
*
lif
41
*
a
ri

it

%

•

Custom Woodworking
41
•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by A see OW showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - llama Bum., Bread

111
00

Home &

Murray
••

'

• %A

.•••10•••••

• II

Phone
753-2571

/ ONO 1

=

•

AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Tron• and CorrIm dmalm
for solos and" worvIc• In Murray

lop mime

and Calloway County
$02 Chisstnut

Auto

753.8 181

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

753-5131
Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841
Centero
Or ff 641 N
(Behind old Boston Teenter
Perty)
M F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes 'Stick on body Side molding
•Luggage racks .Truck rails and tailgate ouards

•

ShOeS

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
At Formers Livestock Company

jj

a

II

N

Ill

a

753-1928

•

47

0

•

Remember your family and friends
vyith fresh cut flowers, baby gifts and
rflany other gift items Call for free
delivery in the hospital or visit the
Pic a-dilly Gift Shoppe off the main
lobby.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.- 4.30 p.m.
and 6:00 p.m. • 6:30 p.m.
Sat.-Sun., 12 noon - 5 p.m.

753-5131, Ext. 175

MURRAY
CALUMAY
COUNTY
HOS11TAL
803 Poplar
Murray. KY 42071

Motorcycles

1976 KZ 900 KAWA
SAKI, excellent shape
For information call
492 8905.
1987 HONDA Goldwing
Aspencade. Excellent
condition
Two tone
brown and gold Some
chrome
Paris, TN,
area Phone 1 901 781
3634
1982 YAMAHA XS 406
Heritage Special Like
new, 5700. Call 759 1835
191.4 YAMAHA It 200,
excellent condition,
$500 489 2308 after
5P M
SCOOTER for sale
Honda AERO 50, 762
4003
TWO Yamaha Y7 80's
A 198$ and 1986, good
condition Call 753 8059
after 5P M

Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gene Stooloy
753-6156

753-6952

Ditching -

111,11-1131

Your Ad Could Be Here

REN1AUSALIS
CENTER

753.1916

Rent the tools you need

753-8201

211

Main

Murray-Made Windoyvs --

On 1 or 20 Acres Neer
Southwest School.

oft

Calloway County Rescue Squad

SAT., APRIL 23, 1988
10:00 A.M.
RAIN OR SHINE

3 Br. Brick House

the

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

Across From The Fairgrounds

i
tlt THREE FARMERS SELLING r.

U
4

Traders

liNTOVIs

Callings

Ilaytees

Tricks
Disc,

Silage Cutters

Caltiraters

grater Misers

Platers

FeedWatas

Craig Brills

Sling Waves

Leiadl Finn

Nal W.iidr,5

Mows

3Pt. Notary Cutlers

Tillers

Hyd. Fold Rotan

Celtieticier'‘

Cutters

Co All's

Maitre Spreaders

Field Cellivitars

loaders

Siding-Fencing
Dovvnspouts & Gutters -- Shutters
Aluminum Siding — Solar Screens

A

A UN RACI FN Nfl IJSSIIIIITONEITIt
Aticterri C.aspm.y WWI Here argworecont
,
ins
On Tut Gramm&
wirday irow/ Fordo, Prier To The
UN Tr UairedI A id Cheek In Yon,/Arc Alain"

JAMES R. CASH
The AuCtiONft R s Oral (STATE enosra
AN(

Call Us Today?
JINNI ill+1%Sa, 4.WM14rIN

121 By-Pass

753-8407

MICHELIN
BECAUSE SO MUD IS RIDING
ON YOUR T1RES

753-1489

c.. ...,...,.,,,
„,,,,,,,,,,,

Tire & Wheal Alignment, Inc.
t
.1
,t

it,

•Comput•rlird

* OPEN SALE! CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME! e

4 Whim! AlIgnmong
Whorl lelenclrg

•CornitutrrItmi

:10

.

1103 Pogu•

Murray, Ky.

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Neale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470

Spouse Abuse
Hot-Line & Safe - House
24 Hour Crisis Line

Also dating

759-4050

violence

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916

t ARM r

5n.•1 6,71 BUM OR isnzi 6211)18A
r HE srt L /NCI MACHINE

sr',

CARROLL

swayers
CONSIGN TO THIS AUCTION NOW!!

*

Police
911

Poison Control
753-7588

CONSICSM(N1SISFICINE' * •

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs
experience
All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 7674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck Fully
insured for your prot•
ection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753 5484
THORNTON Marble
Certified Marble Man
ufacturer. Call 753 5719
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry
Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL do Painting, re
sidential interior and
exterior. Call 436-2222.
WILL do plumbing in
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free estimates. Phone 492 8899
or 753-1308.
WILL do yard work for
the Summer. For more
information, call 753.
3266.
WILL haul- white rock,
rip rat, dirt, sand,
gravel and fertilizer.
Call Chuck Williams
759-1354.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy
Reference)

711 Main

753-1222

LAWN Boy Push
Mowers starting at only
$249 Lawn Boy 31cc
Trimmers, $119. We are
Lawn Boy & Gilson
Sales & Service. Free
pickup & delivery up to
10 minutes Jimmy's
Lawn Mower & Saw
Shop, Kirksey, KY.
489 2804.
LAWN Care We do any
thing. Call after 5P.M.
753 5494 or 759 4531
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial, Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
MAX W. Parker, Attorney at Law. Former
county attorney; former district judge. Of•
fice, 104 N. 4th St,
Murray, 753 3153;
Home, 753 7900.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups, tear -downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 759
4850.
PAINTING
Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates. References.
Call 436-2245.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436.2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753,6973.

Services Offered

Dial-A-Service

• .

KOPPERUD REALTY

53

01111111www,„„.„,

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky
Three bedroom lakeway home on lovely acre lot
Only 827.000

53. Services Offered

1988 CHEVY S 10 Ex
tended cab, 4 wheel
drive, loaded Also, 1987
Yamaha 4 wheeler Call
759 4785

44

Wiggins Furn.

=

Used Cars

1979 BUICK LeSabre,
mechanically very sound,
$975 Call 753 0463 or 753
3359
1979 CAMARO, nice
car
Phone 753 9400
after 6P M
1980 CHEVROLET
Caprice, p.s., p.b , new
tires, excellent interior,
S11350 Call 753046) or-753
3359
48 Auto Services
1984 FORD Escort, red
CLASSIC For a limited inside and out, 66,000
time, paint most cars or miles, A/C $2,950 Call
pick ups for S350 Vans 492 8884.
or two tones extra Body
work not included at
this price Call or see 1981 PONTIAC Grand
extra sharp,
Rick or Chuck 759 1360, Prix
$3,400 1976 Buick Re
641 North, Murray, KY
al, $900 Call 759 4731
NGINE, 305 CI, '87
982 FORD Escort Sta
model, 3,500 actual
miles, $1,000. call 527 lion Wagon One owner,
high mileage
9779
Phone
435 4228
1983 BUICK Century,
"CAR CARE"
60,000 miles Call 753
Spring Special
3140 after 530P M
1983 PONTIAC Grand
Hand-wash, vacuumed
Prix, V 6, white letter
windows cleaned
1
tires, Pioneer stereo
Excellent condition, $5,
Specializing In:
000 Call 753 7881
full clean-up, waxing.
1985 TEMPO GL, 53,006
butting, paint touch ups
miles $4,150 Call 492
for cars, RV's boats
8884
1986 BUICK Skylark
Mon -Sat. 9 e.m.-5 p m
IS yaws •sponsinc•
Limited, excellent con
Mower,
pick-up
dition
Call 753 6877.
after 5P M
753-7637

Shoppers Mall

•••4.,

49

1985 YAMAHA Maxim
700, 1,100 miles, 2
matching Fulmer
helmets with FM radio
and microphones 753
2499
1986 HONDA Rebel 450,
5,700 miles, extra clean,
adult driven, garage
kept, $1,700 Call 436
5677

Need A Special
N

Mray Ledger & Times
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GOOD NEIGHBOR
CHEVY STARS

-

.11111 G
4
0 1:\UIIIPIT
INSTANT APPRAISALS
SAME DAY FINANCING
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SHIPMENTS ARRIVING DAILY
Save up to

CORSICA

17
0

UP 1200
TO
CASH BACK
OPTION DISCOUNTS
Model Shown Up to $1700 Savings
Save up to

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Beatrice Parker
Mrs. Beatrice Parker, 76, of
Mansfield, Tenn., died Saturday at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
The widow of Clyde Parker, she
was a member of Van Dyke
Church of Christ.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Margaret Enoch, Hazel,
Mrs. Jeanette Lindsey, Mansfield,
Mrs. Regina Parker, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Cynthia Collins,
Paris; four sons, Clyde Parker
Jr., Dayton. Ohio, Wallace
Parker Paris Norman Parker.

Nashville, and Terry Parker,
Mansfield
Also surviving are three
brothers, Charles Mizell, Seguin,
Texas, William Mizell, San Antonio, Texas, and Kenneth Mizell,
Manchester, Tenn.; 19 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris. Burial will
follow in Van Dyke Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Effie Futrell
Mrs. Effie Futrell, 98, Murray,
died Sunday at 7:35 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Robert Lee
Futrell, died July 28, 1961. She also
was preceded in death by two
daughters, Mrs. Conley Wallace
on June 2, 1964, and Mrs. Geneva
Willoughby on Aug. 8, 1973; and
..one great-granddaughter, Renee
Butler on Aug. 2, 1983.
Mrs. Futrell was a member of
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Born Oct. 18, 1889, in Model.
Term. she was the daughter of the
late Richard Monroe,Scott and
Nancy Jane Futrell Scott

Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. Barney (Ruth) Futrell. and
one son, Robert Futrell and wife,
Irene, all of Murray; eight grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren;
13 great-great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel' of BlalockColeman Funeral Horne. The Rev.
Eddie Young will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday and on
Tuesday until the funeral hour at
the funeral home.

Mrs. Flora Lee Carlin
Services for Mrs. Flora Lee
Carlin will be today at 3:30 p.m. at
aellview Baptist Church.
•PaducatV, where she was a
member.
Officiating are the Rev. David
Brasher:the Rev. James Garland
and •the Rev. Ron Mitchell
Burial will follow in Maplelawn
Cemetery. Paducah. with arrangements by Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah„
Mrs. Carlin. 95, of Paducah died
Saturday at 3.55 p.m at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
She Was the widow of Dr. L.W.

Carlin. Also preceding her in
death were one daughter, Paulene
Carlin. and two sons. Paul Carlth
and Charles Charlin
Born April 8, 1893, in Weakley
County. Tenn . she was the
daughter of the late William
Newton and Mary .Adeline
Wheeler Newton
Survivors are one daughter.
Mrs. Ruth Courtne'y. Beulah.. one
son. Dr. James Carlin and wife
Hellon. Murray; seven grandchildren including Dr James
Courtney and Miss Hope Carlin.
Murray: eight greatgrandchildren

Cloman Guthrie

$500 $1100
TO
UP
CASH BACK
OPTION DISCOUNTS
Model Shown Up to S1600 Savings
Save up to

CAVALIER

1400
$400 $1000
TO
UP
CASH BACK
OPTION DISCOUNTS
Model Shown Up to S675 Savings
Save up to

2400
$500

UP 1900
TO
CASH BACK
OPTION DISCOUNTS
Model Shown. Up to S1900 Savings
Save up to

FULL-SIZE
PICKUP

1700
$500

UP 120O
TO
CASH BACK
OPTION DISCOUNTS
Model Shown Up to S1700 Savings

Cash back available when you buy and take
delivery from dealer stock by May 11, 1988

N Good...dkii4.17evhbor

Option savings based on Mfr 's suggested retail
price of option packages vs options
purchased separately

:Starsif

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Murray, KY

Graveside rites for Cloman Palmerivillw, Tenn_ he was the
Guthrie were Sunday at 2 p.m. at son-qf yie late Noel Guthne and
Cuba Church of Christ ceKcieteu---Mirmre Parham Gu.thne.
Survivors are one daughter.
The Rev Roger Joseph offiMarid.
Pallbearers were Finis Guthrie, Mrs. Barbara Beane, Rt 1.
Roy Guthne, Ray Guthne. Bobby Mayfield; three sisters. Mrs
Gene Guthrie, Richarduthrie Lucille Arnold, Cuba. Mrs
and Coy Guthrie Jr. all 7!PFhews. Isabelle Arnold, Gleason. Tenn
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield and Mrs Catherine Murray.
Memphis. Term.; three brothers.
was in charge of arrangements_
Mr. Guthrie, 73, Rt. 1, Sedalia. LeRoy Gu),trie, Cuba. John
died Friday at 12:25 p.m. at Com- Guthrie, Rt l. Sedalia. and .Coy
Guthne. Mayfield; two grandmunity Hospital. Mayfield.
He was a retired farmer and an children, Terry Don Beane and
Shanna Beane; one greatArmy veteran of World War I
Born Oct. 9, 1914. in grandchild. Brittany Beane

Mrs. N. erna Vernell Bowen
The funeral for Mrs. Verna
Vernell Bowen was Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of McEoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Term.
Burial was in Birds Creek
C,emetery.
Mrs. Bowen, 89. Paris, died Friday at Henry County Nursing
Home there

The widow of Roy Bowen. she
was a member of Birds Creek
Baptist Church
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Virginia Solmon
and Mrs Peggy Scott. both of
Paris, and Mrs. Minnie Alice
Craig, Murray; seven grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

German Lutherans to get hymnals
MOSCOW (API — For the first
time in 75 years, German
Lutherans in the Soviet Union are
to receive new hymnals for use in
more than 450 congregations of
German Lutherans.
Lutheran Superintendent
Harald Kalnins of Riga, Latvia,
N(..)1
W I• 11,1111N/1)1w
Diii.
Gravir•I
KIIIK STUMP REMOVAL
MO.1 1).s4iu .illy ri.ent)vo.(1
Devi, F too. I ..tomatt...
Treated Cross Ti.',
435 4:44:4 Bob Krupi
III

435 4319 Rob Kelm)

says the Moscow Patriarchate of
the Russian Orthodox Church is
publishing the new hymnals, with
the first 10,000 copies to be ready
this summer

MFD responds to leak
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a gas leak at Village
Convenience. Sycamore and Ninth
streets, Sunday at approximately
3:30 p.m., according to a
spokesperson for the department.
Fire fighters washed down the
leak which was caused by a pump
malfunction. the spokesperson
said

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
60••••••41.
••••••L

641 South
Murray
733-2617

GM

lied, Ti. Gr.., GM P er.Mr, NMI(;rnotr.

1987 Plymouth Duster,
p b air, auto
$7,900 00
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